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Abstract
This document is about making a basic GNU/Linux cluster running Open
MPI. The reference distribution is Debian, although much is in common with
other distros!
I’ve followed a step by step approach in the first chapters, while the latter
are for deeper learning purposes.
,→ Part I: building a basic cluster
,→ Part II: building a diskless cluster
,→ Part III: appendices
This document is published under GNU Free Documentation License v1.3.
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1

Introduction

This section will determine whether you’ll read this document or not.. So
I’ll try to be persuasive.
Why writing this document?
I’ve been using Linux for years but somehow I was struck at a basic-user
knowledge. Now one day it occurred to me that building a cluster was an
interesting and quite cool thing to do in my spare time; also it would increase
my UNIX knowledge. This is where this document comes from.
What will I be able to do after reading it?
If I’ve reached my editorial target, after reading this tutorial you’ll be able to
build a cluster of commodity computers running a GNU/Linux distribution,
whose nodes may have or not hard drive (diskless clusters).
Prerequisites:
Before reading this tutorial, make sure you have:
i) a superficial knowledge of the Linux operating system (typing comands
into terminal..)
ii) a basic knowledge of computer hardware (this is an Hard Drive and that
is a RAM memory)
iii) a huge patience with my English
This document explains something about the operating system, UNIX
shells, networking and so on..
Tell me a little more!
This document shows the way that lead me to a conscious making of the
cluster. You can find plenty of quick tutorials on the internet, that in a
couple of pages will illustrate all the main required steps, but my target
was understanding what I was doing in spite of trusting some magic shell
command, so I felt like a little deeper approach was needed.
I’ve split this document in three parts: the first (from section 2 to 6) are
a verbose step-by-step guide intended for users who know very few about
1

GNU/Linux, the second (from section 7 to 16) is about making a diskless
cluster, while the rest is made of appendices for learning purposes. You can
read sequentially, jumping to the last chapters if you want to (or need to)
know something more.
About the author and the contents:
I’m just an engineering student and -most important- I’ve written most of
this tutorial right after learning stuff from the internet. My knowledge about
GNU/Linux operating systems evolved *a lot* from the first chapter on, so
both my “verbosity level” and precision vary consequently across the sections.
What I wrote may be partially or totally misleading or even wrong: if so, I
apologize.
This tutorial is supposed to be an ordered collage of fragmented material,
that by the way you can easily find on the internet! I’ve tried to quote the
sources as much as I could, but as you can understand it’s quite hard, as
information is spread over sooooo many different websites!
I’ll be more than happy to receive comments and suggestions about this
document. You can contact me at dainonottambulo -at- gmail -dotcom.
Cheers,
Stefano
Licensing
This file is under GNU Free Documentation License v1.3.
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Part I

Building a basic cluster

3

2

Casing Construction

This is for sure the most easy and creative part of this tutorial.. And also
the most fun!
Let me introduce my “design”!
The skeleton

add some wheels... and a pivoting wooden plane to house the keyboard

Then fill it with computers and connect them with coloured cables!!! :)

4

5

3

Hardware Setup

This chapter is about hardware.. I’ll talk a little bit about connecting together computer parts and I’ll also try to write down something about hardware considerations one should make when building a cluster. Unfortunately
I’m not expert at all in this field, so don’t rely too much on this chapter!!!
All throughout the chapter I’ll assume you know what a RAM memory
is, how SATA or IDE cables look like, what a jumper is and so on..

3.1

Assembling a PC

Well, we don’t need much hardware for our cluster nodes! I mean.. we need
everthing except an audio card! Slave nodes will be made of a mobo with a
CPU and some RAM memory, a video card, a network card, an hard disk, a
power source and a case. You don’t need a monitor for each slave node, nor
a keyboard! My cluster have only one monitor and keyboard that I connect
to the node which I have to work with. Also, your slave nodes don’t need a
CD reader too! Of course you need one to install the operating system (if
not installing from USB stick) but then you can disconnect it and keep it
aside.
Avoiding the case
Well, the case is not absolutely needed.. It’ big, boring and will make your
cluster look like an old-hardware pilestock and not a rocket-science diabolic
machine. Only very colored wires and some LEDs will save you from that
and let you impress your girlfriend when she’ll come to see why you are not
dating her!
If you want to avoid the case, you should think of some way to keep
bugs away from your components. Did you know that the word “bug” in
computer science came from a little flying bug who entered a mainframe
and short-circuited some circuits thus causing malfunctionings? Also (and
most important) you must connect a switch to short some pins into the
motherboard that let you power on the computer.
The pins look like:

6

I suspect the pinout depends a lot on the mobo.. you can search for
the motherboard datasheet or you could try to short some of them with a
screwdriver when current is plugged, but this would be unsafe. Don’t do this
even if I did...

3.2

IDE connections: Master, Slave or Cable Select?

I want to spend a couple of words on IDE connections, since it caused me
some pain in the beginning.. IDE cables are big and flat. Older computers
used to have also smaller IDE cables, easily spottable for they had twisted
wires: it’s for floppy drives. Larger IDE cables made of 40 pins are needed
to connect the hard disk and the CD drive to the mobo. Todays computers
don’t use IDE (as known as ATA) cables any more but converted to the
SATA (Serial ATA) standard.

7

Fist of all, look at the back of your IDE hard disk or CD reader: you’ll find
some pins to be connected with a jumper. The jumper is used to set drives as
“master” (MA), “slave” (SL), or in “Cable Select” (CS) mode. Connect now
to an IDE cable an hard disk and a CD drive and then look at the setup: on
the very same cable there are two different devices. This means that every
signal and request sent to the cable is recieved by each device! That would
make up a great mess unless the devices were able to understand whom the
message is directed to! There are two ways to do that:
• MA and SL, that is you set one device as “master” and the other as
“slave”. This way at boot the computer scans the devices and retrieves
informations about them and who is what. The two devices know their
identity by the jumper setting and can reply to the messages directed
to them.
• CS: you must use a special cable. It’s an IDE cable that looks normal
at a first view, but if you look at it closer you can see that a wire is
pierced. Such cable works this way: you connect to the (usually blue)
farthest end to the mobo and then the device attached in the middle
of the cable is identified as the master. The second device (connected
at the end) is the slave and knows it cause the cable going to the pin
28 is interrupted. You then have to set the rear pins of both devices to
CS and the system does the rest!
Search on internet for the jumpering pinout, that may vary I suppose.
Usually the hard disk is set as master and the optical reader as slave.
I don’t know why but to install the operating system on one of my old
8

computers I had to set the hdd as slave and the opical drive as master.
Then after the installation, revert the situation so that everything works
well even with no cd drive, so that you can remove it after the operating
system installation!

3.3

Network Connections

Ok, you need a Network Interface Controller (NIC), that is a Network Card
for every node. I’ve used Ethernet network cards, connected via RJ45 cable
to a router. Typically clusters don’t use routers but switches. The behavior
is almost the same, but the latter are typically faster and you won’t usually
find them in garbage, while routers are far more common.
Mind that speed is the target of our cluster! Connections must be as fast
as possible, they could be the bottleneck!! This is definitely a point where
you shouldn’t make economy while buying components. Well, my cluster is
almost only a demonstration so I used a household router and I’m happy
with it.
A more serious engineering approach in cluster making will calculate how
many nodes you can connect to a cluster with a certain communication speed
and whether your clustering effort will result in a speed improving or a waste
of money! Of course, everything also depends on the type of programs you
want to run.

9

4

Debian Basic Configuration

This document won’t explain you how to install an operating system, you
should learn doing it by yourself, it’s not that hard.
Ok, you should now have a basic working Debian system on your computer, whether it’s the master or a slave node. I suggest you to install only
the basic system, no desktop environment.. I usually avoid also network
connections during the installation process: this results in a clean and light
system that you still have to configure a little bit, and thus you’re forced to
learn a little more :) Take a look at section 23.2 for a graphical interface
installation.
Your current situation should be: when you light your machine you are
welcomed by a login shell and you still don’t have some useful utilities. We
are now about to see how to install things, configuring sudo and enabling an
internet connection. If you choosed to install the “complete” system (aka:
followed the easy way) you can skip much of the following..

4.1

Installing things: brief review

To configure both the slave nodes and the master an internet connection is
required. If you are using debian, you surely know that the package manager
is apt. The repository list is written in the file /etc/apt/sources.list
ANTIX (a Debian-based distribution)
Some Debian-based distros (like ANTIX for example) keep the repository
list in folders placed in the same directory: /etc/apt/
Antix have some files (or directories, I don’t remember) like:
• /etc/apt/debian.list
• /etc/apt/antix.list
• /etc/apt/mephis.list
You can add to your sources list debian repositories (by placing them
in debian.list), or antix repositories, or also mephis ones! That was just
to give you an idea of how it works..
Back to Debian..
10

Right after installing a minimal system you have a limited number of tools.
You still can’t use “sudo”, you probably can’t compile programs, you can’t
connect to internet.. So how can you install such utilities? You can install
them from the CD!
The automatically generated sources.list file usually contains an uncommented line stating something like:
deb cdrom:[Debian GNU/Linux 7.6.0 blablablabla ]
and some commented lines:
# deb http://security.debian.org/ blablabla
Editing the file is simple: you just uncomment lines and (or) you add
new repositories by writing the corresponding line. Then after [..]/debian/
YourVersion main, add: contrib non-free so that your line looks something
like:
deb http://ftp.it.debian.org/debian/ wheezy main contrib non-free
deb-src http://ftp.it.debian.org/debian/ wheezy main contrib non-free
After editing the sources.list file, run:
$ apt-get update

4.2

Installing the sudo utility

First of all we need the “sudo” utility. Since it’s soooo useful and practical
for all the following, we do it first.
Log in as super user:
$ su

11

and insert your password. The $ symbol is now changed to a hash #,
telling you are the super user now. Don’t think this is a comment :)
Insert the installation CD and type:
# apt-get install sudo
In order to use the sudo command your user must be added to the so
called “sudoers file”. Let’s type:
# nano /etc/sudoers
you should see a commented line like “# User Command specification”,
followed by the line:
root ALL=(ALL) ALL

[or maybe:]

root ALL=(ALL:ALL) ALL

That specifies to the system who can run what, executing sudo. Just add
your user name in a similar way (see section 22 to understand what we are
doing):
username ALL=(ALL) ALL

[or maybe:]

username ALL=(ALL:ALL) ALL

And type CTRL + o to write out and CTRL + x to exit. You can now
use the sudo command with your user.
Type:
# exit
and you’ll go back to your user.

4.3

Enabling an Internet Connection

Why doing that? Not all the software we may need is stored in the 700
MB Debian installation CD, Open MPI for example! We are now installing
a tool called pppoeconf, which will allow us to connect to the internet via
PPP protocol. Typical internet connections use that protocol... “PPPoE”
12

stands for Point to Point Protocol Over Ethernet. You can skip this step
if you can enable a network connection another way, via graphical network
manager for example!
With the installation CD in the optical drive, type:
$ sudo apt-get install pppoeconf
Make sure your ethernet cable is connected to the modem / router and run:
$ sudo pppoeconf
follow the wizard, say a couple of “Yes, baby, yes” and you’ll be connected.
You can start or stop the connection by typing:
$ sudo pon dsl-provider
$ sudo poff dsl-provider
You can find more on networks and protocols in section 20 “Linux Networking”.
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5

Connecting the Nodes

In this chapter we will see how to:
i) configure an ethernet connection between nodes
ii) configure ssh to let computers talk without requesting for passwords
For better understanding network operations you should read the chapter
20 “Linux Networking” (strongly recommended)! Also, I may have used
a pipeline or two.. look at chapter 18 “UNIX shells” for a quick intro to
pipelines.

5.1

Hardware Configurations

Nothing special here, you only need a bounch of computers with an ethernet
card, connected to the same router or to a ethernet switch. I should have
written something more in chapter “Hardware Setup”.
First of all connect every ethernet cable, then switch on the
computers and be sure the switch/router is blinking its LEDs..
This should automatically activate the ethernet card and associate you an IP
address. Otherwise you might need to start the interfaces manually running:
$ sudo ifconfig eth0 up
or (this second one will activate the interface and follow some rules specified in the file /etc/network/interfaces):
$ sudo ifup eth0

5.2

Your current IP address

Every computer in a network is associated with an IP address and by entering
that IP you can connect to the machine via telnet or via ssh for example.
Since the switching on of your system, the ethernet device should be
active. Run:
14

$ sudo ifconfig
And you should see at least two entries:

eth0

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 5c:ff:32:0f:55:ca
inet addr:192.168.1.6 Bcast:192.168.1.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
inet6 addr: fe80::5eff:35ff:fe0f:57ca/64 Scope:Link
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:103251 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:68668 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000
RX bytes:123954061 (118.2 MiB) TX bytes:8965493 (8.5 MiB)
Interrupt:20 Memory:f2600000-f2620000

lo

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
inet6 addr: ::1/128 Scope:Host
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:0 (0.0 B) TX bytes:0 (0.0 B)

• “lo” is called loopback interface and we don’t care about it
• “eth0” is our ethernet interface and WE DO care about it
As you can see, there’s a line that sounds something like:
inet addr:192.168.1.26

bla bla bla bla

From that you can find your IP address! You could also execute:
$ sudo ifconfig | grep inet

15

Ok, what we want to do now is setting a static IP address. This means
that every time we switch everything on, every node must always have the
very same IP address!!
I can’t see my interface!
Hmm.. try to run ifconfig -a, this will show all the interfaces, both active
and inactive ones.
$ sudo ifconfig -a
then activate (bring up) the interface you want with ifconfig my-interface
up. Note that if your interface was not active, it probably didn’t acquire an
IP address too.. so go back to some previous step.

5.3

Configuring the Network Interface - static IP

This step involves modifying the file /etc/network/interfaces, that allows us
to specify properties for our network interfaces eth0, wlan0 etc etc etc (see
chapter Linux Networking). For every machine you must do the following.
Edit the /etc/network/interfaces file with root privileges:
$ sudo nano /etc/network/interfaces
Now, you should see a little paragraph about “eth0”. Modify it as follows:
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.1.X
netmask 255.255.255.0
#
gateway 192.0.2.254 # I think this is optional
Where, in the IP address, use a different value of X for every node! Since
probably the switch / router have the address 192.168.1.1, you could assign
to the master node the address 192.168.1.10, to the first node 192.168.1.11
and so on! You can also assign addresses randomly, just remember them!
Choosing a netmask 255.255.255.0 means that all the machines differing
only from the last number of their IP are seen as belonging to the same network, and that’s what we want for our cluster nodes. It means that you can
16

choose for your nodes IP addresses ranging from 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.255,
or 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.0.255 if the router address is 192.168.0.whatever.
Save changes and exit:
CTRL + o
CTRL + x
Restart networking (or simply reboot the computer!):
$ sudo /etc/init.d/networking restart
What’s that “init”?? “init” is the facility that starts processes at boot.
This way we have restarted a process that typically starts at boot time and
thus forcing a reading again the interfaces file.

5.4

Mapping IPs to hostnames: /etc/hosts

Every computer is associated to an IP address.. but a human readable name
is much easier to remember than a 4-numbers address (or 8 numbers if IPv6)!
That’s why almost every OS, from Linux to Windows, uses a file called
/etc/hosts that maps hostnames to IP addresses (in chapter “Linux Networking” there’s more about Name to IP Resolution).
The question is: how can the master node know that the third node
(whose IP is 192.168.1.12 for example) is named “helium”?? Through hosts
file!
The second thing we are doing is setting this file so that the IP address
of every cluster node is mapped to a proper hostname.
Open the file:
$ sudo nano /etc/hosts
And append something like:

[ IP-NODE-0

name-you-like-for-node-0
17

another-if-you-like]

192.168.1.10

hydrogen

node0

You have to add the IP of every node you want to associate a hostname
to! Which IP? The one you set in the previous step! :P
Since you can use more names for a host, for my cluster I appended:
# CLUSTER
192.168.1.10
192.168.1.11
192.168.1.12
192.168.1.13

hydrogen
helium
lithium
beryllium

node0
node1
node2
node3

Here’s a pic taken from the node2, aka lithium

This way I can call the IP 192.168.1.11 equivalently “helium” or “node1”.
Save changes and exit:
CTRL + o
CTRL + x

18

5.5

Quick Introduction to SSH

SSH (Secure SHell) is a protocol that let two computers talk. A protocol is
basically a set of grammatical rules. One can use SSH to connect to a remote
host and execute commands for example. The basic syntax is:
$ ssh PeterPan@PETER.PAN.IP.ADDRESS
And after being asked for PeterPan’s password and whether you want to
add the IP to the list of known hosts or not, you’ll be prompted as the user
PeterPan to the machine whose IP is PETER.PAN.IP.ADDRESS.
Message Passing Interface requires an SSH or RSH connection, so that’s
what we are about to set.

5.6

Installing SSH

During the operating system installation phase you’ve probably been asked to
choose some functionality, as “Desktop Environment”, “Web Server”, “SSH
Server”.. so SSH may be already there and working.
Anyway, run:
$ sudo apt-get install openssh-client openssh-server
SSH is a communication protocol, hence there are many implementations
of it. OpenSSH is an open source implementation and that’s what we are
using. The command we executed installs two packages:
• openssh-client will allow your machine to connect to a server machine
via ssh
• openssh-server lets other computers connect to your machine

5.7

Free Chat for Everyone!

Entering passwords every time is annoying.. and of course, solving a difficult
nonlinear CFD problem with MPI asking you for a password every time the
master node calls a slave wouldn’t be very efficient! In this paragraph first
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of all we add a new user to any machine (we call the user “clusterman” with
password “clusterman”), then we create an authentication key that will let
the user clusterman to connect freely to any node.
Note that the following steps must be performed on every machine!
Just another note: attaching and detaching monitor and keyboard to every
machine at every step may annoy you... Perhaps it could be convenient to
open several terminals on the master node, connect via ssh to the different
slave nodes and work with one only computer..

Colored terminals help you not to make confusion:
$ xterm -bgcolor darkgrey &
OK, LET’S BEGIN!
1. Add on every machine the user “clusterman”:
$ sudo adduser clusterman
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choose the password “clusterman” (or a password you like) and leave
other fields empty.
2. Add clusterman to the sudoers file:
$ sudo nano /etc/sudoers

And add a line for clusterman right after the root’s one:
root
clusterman

ALL=(ALL) ALL
ALL=(ALL) ALL

.. or maybe (ALL:ALL), just copy the root’s line.
Save and quit with CTRL + o, CTRL + x
3. Authenticate as clusterman:
$ su clusterman # now you are clusterman
$ cd # now you are on clusterman’s home directory

4. Create now (on every machine!) an authentication key for ssh:
$ ssh-keygen

Press ENTER when asked for the file path (we like the default choice)
and keep empty when asked for a passphrase.
This will create on every machine the hidden directory .ssh into clusterman’s home (since we are logged as clusterman, remember?) In this
folder you will find two freshly generated keys: the public key and the
private one.
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5. We now generate the file ∼/.ssh/authorized keys to allow passwordless login. In every machine we must generate the authorized keys file
and append the public key of the clusterman users of other machines.
This will allow other clustermans to automagically log in!
Since it’s not handy doing so, we are going to use the script ssh-copy-id.
The syntax is:
ssh-copy-id -i file_to_include remote_host
The script will connect to the indicated remote host via ssh and will append the indicated public key (in local host machine!) into the remote
machine’s authorized key file.
$ ssh-copy-id -i ∼/.ssh/id
clusterman@hydrogen
$ ssh-copy-id -i ∼/.ssh/id
$ ssh-copy-id -i ∼/.ssh/id
$ ssh-copy-id -i ∼/.ssh/id
clusterman@beryllium

rsa.pub
rsa.pub clusterman@helium
rsa.pub clusterman@lithium
rsa.pub

Actually, we could avoid the “-i” option and the input file: the default
chosen key is ∼/.ssh/id rsa.pub
Why did I also run ssh-copy-id to my own machine? So that I can
connect from this to itself! :)
6. Last Step - Easy Step
When all the previous steps have been correctly executed on every machine, you can connect from any machine to the host hydrogen, helium,
lithium, beryllium. Those hosts have been added to .ssh/known hosts
file. If you remember, we added also a second name for each host
(node0, node1 etc): it’s time to add also those second names to the
known hosts file! It’s pretty easy: just connect via ssh from every machine to all the others. Say a simple “yes” when asked to add the
hostname to known hosts.
From the master node (hydrogen):
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

ssh clusterman@node0
exit
ssh clusterman@node1
exit
ssh clusterman@node2
exit
ssh clusterman@node3
exit

[yes]
[yes]
[yes]
[yes]

... and so on with the other nodes!
Now try to connect... and if you are asked for passwords then something
went wrong!!
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6

MPI - Message Passing Interface

6.1

What is MPI?

First of all, parallel computing is quite a deep topic and I’m not qualified at
all to guide you discovering it. I’ll just make a quick introduction for newbies.
The idea behind parallel computing is: “hey, I’ve got a bunch of CPUs,
can I distribute my CFD calculations over them?” A program written for
parallel computing distributes operations among various processes. Basically,
one would like to exploit every single CPU he possess and achieve the biggest
computational speed possible. If the CPUs are multi-core, we can associate a
process to every core! Now, we could see our cluster as a set of CPUs with a
lot of useless hardware that lets them talk, and what we want is associating
a process to every core of any available CPU.
MPI stands for Message Passing Interface and is a communication protocol that lets us do that.
Well, what in practice?
Let’s suppose we are working on a cluster. First of all, the master node
contains a hostfile (called mpi hostfile in our case) specifying the name of
the hosts (helium, lithium and beryllium in our case, chapters about ssh).
One writes a single program and copies it to the master and every slave node,
in the very same path. Then the program is run from the master with the
command mpirun (or mpiexec), specifying the hostfile and we are done!
$ mpirun -np 3 --hostfile .mpi hostfile ./test program
The program contains some instructions like:
if(I am the master node):
tell something to the slaves
elseif(I am a slave node):
do something else!
endif
Note that a cluster whose nodes share the same architecture allows to
compile the program once and then quickly distribute it throughout nodes
with scp.
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What if you want to run your program on your local machine? Pretty
simple:
$ mpirun -np 22 ./test program
Here I’ve asked MPI to run 22 processes: if my machine has 22 cores
it’s alright, otherwise what I’m doing is uselessly splitting resources into 22
processes.
HyperThreading: note that CPUs supporting hyperthreading will result in multiple possible parallel processes for core! Run the command lscpu
for some infos about your CPU, cores, threads etc!

6.2

Open MPI basic configuration

Open MPI (two words, not “OpenMPI”) is an open source implementation
for the Message Passing Interface. There are other implementations, such
as MPICH. By installing Open MPI on your system (on every single node),
we install a bunch of tools like mpirun that we’ll use to run our programs,
mpicc, mpiCC, mpif90 that are wrappers we’ll use to compile our program.
First of all, let’s set up the system. On every node, install:
$ sudo apt-get install openmpi-bin openmpi-common
$ sudo apt-get install libopenmpi1.3 libopenmpi-dev
The name may vary a little from what I wrote down, in my case I had
to install libopenmpi1.3 but online guides could tell you about a different
version, such as libopenmpi1.. It seems important that you install the
same version of Open MPI on every node to make it work properly.
Also, libopenmpi-dev should be useless on slave nodes.. but I’m not that
sure about it: it may be needed for compiling the program. Just waste some
MBytes and install it.
On the master node create a hostfile called mpi hostfile. You can call
it as you like: if you prefer machinesfile, do it! This file must contain the
following:
# Basic host file for Open MPI
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# Here is the master node
localhost
# And here are the slaves
helium
lithium
beryllium
By searching on the web, you’ll find many improvements over the basic
file, for example one can specify the number of cores for every node. For
example, if the master has 2 cores:
localhost slots=2
Compiling your program
Let me quote the Open MPI website: “The Open MPI team strongly recommends that you simply use Open MPI’s “wrapper” compilers to compile
your MPI applications. That is, instead of using (for example) gcc to compile
your program, use mpicc. Open MPI provides a wrapper compiler for four
languages:”
Wrapper

Language
C

mpicc

C++
Fortran

mpiCC, mpicxx, mpic++
mpifort (for Open MPI v1.7 and above),
mpif77 and mpif90 (for older versions)

.. that is, you simply replace the usual compiler (such as g++) with the
corresponding wrapper (mpiCC) while compiling!
$ g++ myprogram.cpp

→

$ mpiCC myprogram.cpp

Note: mpif77 and mpif90 are deprecated as of Open MPI v1.7. From
Open MPI version 1.7, these are only symbolic links to mpifort, that is able
to compile any Fortran language.
You’ll find much more on the Open MPI official website www.open-mpi.org
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6.3

Basic parallel program

In this chapter we’ll write a very simple program.
As we’ve seen, the user writes a single program, that runs on all the
nodes and the following if-statement will let us perform different operations
on different machines:
if(I am the master node):
tell something to the slaves
elseif(I am a slave node):
do something else!
endif
An important observation is that since the program runs on every computer, every computer has its own variables and its own data stored in memory! That is, if you want to send data from one node to another you must
use an MPI subroutine to do that.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <mpi.h>
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
// Some constants
const int MasterNodeID = 0;
// Initializing MPI
MPI_Init(NULL, NULL);
// How many processes are running?
int processNum;
MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &processNum);
// Get the process number running on this machine
int processID;
MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &processID);
// Get the processor name (hydrogen, helium, lithium and beryllium)
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char processor_name[MPI_MAX_PROCESSOR_NAME];
int name_len;
MPI_Get_processor_name(processor_name, &name_len);
// Now, master and slave nodes will behave different:
if( processID == MasterNodeID)
{
printf("Hello, World! - I’m the master process, ");
printf("running on %s\n",processor_name);
}
else
{
// You can now print your message, you slave node!
printf("Hello, World! - From process number %d, ", processID);
printf("running on %s\n", processor_name);
}
// End of MPI operations
MPI_Finalize();
} // That’s it
The program should be self-explanatory, just a couple of notes:
• MPI automagically redirects the output of printf to the master node!
• MPI Init() generates MPI’s global and internal variables
• use MPI Finalize() when you are done with MPI

6.4

Final Remarks on Part I

I hope you enjoyed part I of this tutorial. From now on, sections will be quite
uncorrelated to each other.
Have a nice parallel computation! :)
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Part II

Building a diskless cluster
After almost a year since I started writing this document, I’ve finally finished
writing this Part II!! Just like Part I, this sections are the result of free-time
horsing around with Linux, nothing serious nor that accurate I suppose. This
part is a little more technically complex than part I and also extremely more
satisfactory, giving you a deeper touch to your OS.
This part of the guide is about making a diskless cluster. Differently
from Part I, this part is based on the GNU/Linux distribution Debian Jessie
(Debian 8), the immediate successor of Debian Wheezy. Not much should be
changed, except the fact that Jessie implements systemd.
In this part I will assume you know the very basics of Linux. If you’ve
followed the first Part of this document, you’re surely ready for this part! I
will avoid specifying the “sudo” command, using a hash # instead of a dollar
$ when a command must be run as root.
This part relies on concepts like DHCP and NIC much more than Part I,
so if you don’t feel comfortable with it, read the Networking section in the
appendices.
From now I’ll suppose you have installed a GNU/Linux system on your
master node and have a switch, a router and a bunch of computers to set up
a Cluster LAN.
Good luck and happy diskless clustering :-)
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Figure 1: New configuration for my small diskless cluster
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7

Introduction to diskless clusters

A diskless cluster is made of slave nodes with no hard drive. This saves
complexity, costs and power of course! Since they don’t have an hard disk,
slave nodes must retrieve a filesystem through the network, from the master
node. This can be done in two ways, namely “ramfs” and “NFS”, but don’t
worry, we’ll see that later. Once started, the diskless cluster proceeds in a
manner that appears the same as a disk-ed one.
In this part of the document, I’ll refer to the master node as “server” and
to the slave nodes as “clients”.
To build a diskless cluster we must perform the following steps:
i) PXE booting: setting the slave nodes to boot not from local peripherals (such as hdd or crdom) but instead from network. This is a built-in
features of almost any modern network card.
ii) DHCP server: the master node must be set as a DHCP server, to
provide an IP address to slave nodes. Without an IP address, no communication can take place!
iii) TFTP server: the master node must also be set as a TFTP server, that
is a kind of FTP server that stores the nodes’ Kernel, and something
else to be retrieved by clients.
iv) NFS server: also, the master node must be set as a NFS server, to
contain the filesystem for the nodes.
Let me now use a few technical words to repeat how the booting phase
will look like. The meaning of the words is to be explained in the next
sections.
i) The master node is ready and DHCP, TFTP and NFS servers are active.
The TFTP server is ready to provide the pxelinux bootloader and a
Kernel to the client nodes.
ii) A slave node (client) awakes, starts its BIOS and tries a PXE boot.
iii) The client finds the DHCP server on the master node and obtains from
it an IP address. The client is also told to download a certain file from
the TFTP server. This file is called pxelinux.0 and is a particular
bootloader.
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iv) The client connects to the TFTP server, downloads the bootloader and
starts it.
v) The pxelinux bootloader allows Kernel booting via PXE (network boot).
When started, pxelinux starts looking into the TFTP server for a configuration file, telling him the name of the Kernel image to be downloaded.
vi) The bootloader starts the Kernel, that initializes the system and then
loads the rest of the filesystem via NFS ad starts it.
vii) The client node is ready to crunch data.

References: I cannot refrain from quoting the following web pages, that
were literally paramount for my little cluster creation. There is also plenty
of other references.. so many that I could never list them all here!
# Article about setting a server for booting Debian via PXE, on a well-known
and appreciated website!
https://www.debian-administration.org/article/478/
Setting_up_a_server_for_PXE_network_booting
# How-to based on the Pegasus II linux cluster, realized by Thomas Vojta’s
research group, at Missouri University of Science and Technology
http://web.mst.edu/~vojtat/pegasus/administration.htm
# Tutorial made by Charles M. “Chip” Coldwell, called “Diskless Linux”
http://frank.harvard.edu/~coldwell/diskless/
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8

Hardware

8.1

Hardware setup for our diskless cluster

A couple of notes about hardware..
? We want the master node to be able to connect at the same time to
both the internet (to donwload stuff, install programs such as MPI and so
on) and the nodes for clustering purposes. Thus, the master node needs
two network cards. One of those will enable the master to connect to the
internet, download packages such as Open MPI and so on. The other one
will be connected to the cluster LAN.
? Slave nodes need network cards supporting PXE booting.

Figure 2: My setup
Figure 2 shows my setup: let me now summarize, introducing some concepts that are going to be developed in subsequent sections..
• Master node has two network cards: a 1Gbit NIC and a 10MBit NIC
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• The fastest NIC of the master is connected to the cluster LAN (blue
cables) and we will soon set is IP address to 192.168.0.1. I’ll refer to
it in subsequent sections as to eth0.
• Blue network connects master and slave nodes with a switch, that have
no IP address, just connects different machines.
• Speed of my switch is 1Gbit.
• The slowest NIC of the master is connected to a router, whose IP
address is 192.168.1.1 and this provides internet connection. I’ll refer
to this NIC as to eth3. The interface belongs to the red-cabled subnet
and is set to receive an IP from the router.

8.2

Hardware information from command line

In case you’d like to acquire information on the hardware you’re working with,
here’s a command line utility that shows tons of info. It’s called dmidecode
and it comes pre-installed I think on modern Debian systems. To retrieve
info about the motherboard:
# dmidecode | grep -A4 ’Base Board’
From the info you get, you can search online and find any answer you
like.
Other commands you already know are lspci, lsusb, lscpu and so on.
A useful tool that we’ll use in next sections is ethtool [interface name],
telling us supported transfer modes, maximum speed etc. Note that the
interface must be physically connected in order for ethtool to provide speed.
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9

NICs configuration

Let’s start setting up the master node. Here are the steps we’ll follow:
1. installing and retrieving some info about our network interfaces
2. configure the interfaces via the /etc/network/interfaces file
3. setting up the correct routing

9.1

Installing the NICs and retrieving some info

Connect the network interfaces and start the computer. To know what name
was reserved to the interfaces, read the file /proc/net/dev:
$ cat /proc/net/dev
The output will be something like:
Inter-|
Receive
face |bytes
packets errs drop fifo
lo:
500
10
0
0
0
eth0:
0
0
0
0
0
eth3:
0
0
0
0
0

[...]
[...]
[...]
[...]
[...]

As we can see, the NICs are called eth0 and eth3. An alternative is
the command ifconfig -a. The -a option shows all the interfaces, also
non-active ones. Another way is ip link show.
# ifconfig -a
# ip link show
We need to know something more, such as speed and so to decide which
interface to use for MPI communication with nodes and which one to use for
internet connection. Let’s install the ethtool utility:
# apt-get install ethtool
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Now connect an interface to a router or something, bring it down and up
with ifdown and ifup ethXX and then run ethtool ethXX. In my case, I
connected the interfaces and then run:
# ifdown eth0
# ifup eth0
# ethtool eth0
# ifdown eth3
# ifup eth3
# ethtool eth3
You can locate a line starting with “Speed”. You should better use the
fastest interface for node communication and the slowest for internet connection. Bringing down and up the interfaces could be no use, depending on
/etc/network/interfaces configuration.. Note that if the Ethernet cable is
not connected, ethtool will answer you something like “Speed: Unknown!”
An alternative is mii-tool, that is installed by default on Debian systems
as part of the package net-tools I think.
# mii-tool eth0
I’ve choosed the interface eth0 to be the cluster Ethernet port and eth3
to connect to the internet: I’ll refer to them from so on, you act accordingly.
In case you’d like to change the names of your interfaces, you can edit
the file /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules and set the names
you like best! Reboot after changes.

9.2

Network setting via /etc/network/interfaces

Let’s configure the network interfaces by editing the file /etc/network/interfaces.
First of all, the router from which we are connecting to the internet has
its own IP address, that is usually 192.168.1.1 or 192.168.0.1. Let’s find
it out by trying to reach it. Connect the router to your internet-destined
interface and run:
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$ ping 192.168.1.0 -I eth3
$ ping 192.168.0.1 -I eth3
The router will answer to one of them. From now on, I’ll suppose
your router has IP 192.168.1.1, thus the router network will have the
address 192.168.1.0, and clients with IP ranging from 192.168.1.1 to
192.168.1.256 will belong to this network. For the cluster I’ll then
choose the network address 192.168.0.0, and cluster nodes will then
have addresses ranging from 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.0.254. If you’ve
read the Networking section of this document, you’ll understand that the
two networks netmasks will be both 255.255.255.0. NOTE THAT IT’S
IMPORTANT THAT THE INTERNET NETWORK AND THE
CLUSTER LAN HAVE DIFFERENT IP (192.168.1.1 and 192.168.0.1
with netmask 255.255.255.0): THIS WILL PREVENT TROUBLE
AND LET THE KERNEL AUTOMATICALLY SET THE CORRECT ROUTE FOR PACKAGES!!!
It’s time to configure the interfaces. First of all, take a look at man
interfaces, the reference manual for this file and also man ifup. Now
make the file look like this:
# This file describes the network interfaces available on your system
# and how to activate them. For more information, see interfaces(5).
# The loopback network interface
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
# The primary network interface
# we want it to obtain an IP from the router
# so write ’inet dhcp’
auto eth3
allow-hotplug eth3
iface eth3 inet dhcp

# Cluster LAN network interface: eth0
# the master node have address 192.168.0.1
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auto eth0
allow-hotplug eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.0.1
netmask 255.255.255.0
Interfaces marked allow-hotplug are brought up when the Kernel retrieves a “hotplug event”. Interfaces marked auto are brought up automatically at boot. If you will mark an interface as “auto”, at boot the system
will wait for it to be connected to something. Make sure you have both NICs
connected and you’ll save a minute or two.. Remember you can bring the
interfaces up or down anytime using ifup and ifdown!
Now restart the networking service:
# /etc/init.d/networking restart

OK, let’s now configure the PPP connection on the internet NIC, just as
we did in part I of this guide. Connect the desired network interface to the
router / model and run:
# pppoeconf
If asked for setting a PPP connection over the unwanted NIC, just say
no. In my cluster, pppoeconf failed to set up a PPPoE connection, so I
just pasted in /etc/network/interfaces the following lines, right after the
eth3 section:
auto dsl-provider
iface dsl-provider inet ppp
pre-up /bin/ip link set eth3 up # line maintained by pppoeconf
provider dsl-provider
Now restart the networking service as usual and try to connect to internet. If it doesn’t work, try to replace it with the following (that I think does
the same thing..):
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auto dsl-provider
iface dsl-provider inet ppp
pre-up /sbin/ifconfig eth0 up # line maintained by pppoeconf
provider dsl-provider
If your computer still doesn’t want to connect outputting something like
Network unreachable, it might be a routing issue: see the next section.
You should now restart your system, keeping connected the eth interfaces,
so that the Kernel can properly set the routing table. Of course there should
be a way of doing this without rebooting, but I don’t remember how..
A little tip: in case you have installed a network manager such as
Wicd (or NetworkManager itself!), it may from time to time reset your
/etc/network/interfaces settings and set its own. Things start and stop
working with no apparent reason.. This is not desirable, so you should try
to disable Wicd at least for the cluster NIC (eth0).

9.3

Routing tables

A little complication arises in systems with more than only one network interface and this complication is called routing. The point is that communications
come into the computer from a certain interface, but the computer outputs
them from the default interface unless otherwise specified! This means for
example that the nodes will ping the server, but it won’t answer them (it will
send answer packets on a wrong route..). Screwing up with routing make the
system behave badly so if you don’t know what routing is, you should better
take a look at section 24!
There’s good news: the Kernel will probably set a correct routing table
automatically, as long as you have specified different networks for internet
access and cluster LAN (192.168.1.0 and 192.168.0.0 in our case).
Try reading the routing table:
# netstat -r
it should look like:
Kernel IP routing table
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Destination
default
192.168.0.0
192.168.1.0

Gateway
192.168.1.1
*
*

Genmask
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0

Flags
UG
U
U

MSS
0
0
0

Window
0
0
0

irtt
0
0
0

What routing table says is that some IP addresses are reached through
certain interfaces. Your routing table should be something like mine! We
can read this way:
• We want that the 192.168.0.0 network is reached through eth0 (that
is the second line)
• We want that network 192.168.1.0 is reached through eth3 (third
line), it’s necessary since the router belongs to this network!!
• We want that every possible network 0.0.0.0 is reached through eth3
passing through a gateway whose IP is 192.168.1.1
That’s it!!!
If your routing table is not at all like mine you should modify it by calling
the route command. I’ll just sketch the steps: you basically have to modify
your /etc/network/interfaces file adding some rules to be followed when
an interface is brought up or down. You will add a route when the interface
is brought up and then delete it when it’s brought down.
You will modify the .../interfaces file almost as follows:
auto eth3
iface eth3 inet dhcp
# this will create the default line, that is every network
# can be reached by eth3 via the gateway
up route add 0.0.0.0 gw 192.168.1.1 netmask 0.0.0.0 dev eth3
# this says that the 192.168.1.everything network is to be reached
# by eth3:
up route add -net 192.168.1.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev eth3
# when brought down, delete
down route del default
down route del -net 192.168.1.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev eth3
auto eth0
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Iface
eth3
eth0
eth3

iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.0.1
netmask 255.255.255.0
up route add -net 192.168.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev eth0
down route del -net 192.168.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 dev eth0
... at least I think.
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10

PXE for slave nodes

PXE stands for “Preboot eXecution Environment” and is a method introduced in the late 90s to boot a machine retrieving the operating system from
an Ethernet connection instead of an hard disk. In fact, the nodes have no
hard disk at all and the loaded operating system runs entirely on the nodes’
RAM (or lives on a small space of hard disk on the master node in case
of NFS). I think nowadays almost every NIC card (and also onboard NICs)
supports PXE. The PXE specification uses IP, UDP, DHCP and TFTP protocols, plus some other concepts..
Setting a PXE boot on the server nodes can be done from the nodes’
BIOS and of course is a BIOS-dependent procedure. Generally, the steps are
the following:
i) Enabling (if not already enabled) booting via PXE
ii) Setting PXE booting at the first place in the booting order table,
What happens then?
A PXE enabled node at boot will deliver on the network DHCP requests
(that is: sends DHCPDISCOVER packets all over the network). In the
DHCPDISCOVER packets there’s a line specifying it is a PXE node willing
to connect, something like: PXEClient:Arch:xxxxx:UNDI:yyyzzz".
We will soon set up a DHCP server on the master node, that will answer
to the requests a couple of things:
• an IP address for the node
• the address for the TFTP server from which the node will download
the operating system
• the name of the file to load from the TFTP server
To tell the truth, the PXE node will ask to the TFTP server for the
so-called pxelinux bootloader and then (subsequently) download the Kernel
image.
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11

DHCP server

OK, the nodes are ready to try a PXE boot, it’s now time to set up a DHCP
server on the master node. The DHCP server is in charge to answer the
DHCPDISCOVER packages sent by the nodes by:
• assigning them an IP address
• telling them the address of the THCP server
• telling them the name of the file to be downloaded from the THCP
server
We are now going to set up a DHCP server in the usual way, that is
installing the isc-dhcp-server package, but there are’s also another way,
that is Dnsmasq! Just for your personal knowlege, Dnsmasq is a DNS forwarder and DHCP and TFTP server for small networks, quick and easy to
set (people say).
First of all, “dhcpd” stands for DHCP Daemon, the daemon watching over
the port set for DHCP and answering to requests. Let’s install the DHCP
implementation provided by the Internet Software Consortium (ISC). You
can both download and install it from source or install the Debian package:
# apt-get install isc-dhcp-server

Now, just for fun, let’s check that the dhcp server have been set to be
started on boot:
$ ls /etc/rc*.d
A cleaner way is installing chkconfig, an utility that shows which
modules are started on boot and which are not.
# chkconfig
# chkconfig | grep "dhcp"
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Configuring the DHCP server means editing two files: we must set the
server to listen to only one interface via the /etc/default/isc-dhcp-server
file and then we must set the server behavior to client requests setting the
/etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf file. Make a backup copy of those files, since they
contain useful commented settings.
Edit the /etc/default/isc-dhcp-server file modifying the line specifying the “INTERFACES” by adding your cluster-network interface:
INTERFACES="eth0"
Now, edit the file /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf and let it contain only the
following:
default-lease-time -1;
max-lease-time -1;
authoritative;
subnet 192.168.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
range 192.168.0.10 192.168.0.254;
filename "pxelinux.0";
next-server 192.168.0.1;
option subnet-mask 255.255.255.0;
option broadcast-address 192.168.0.255;
host node1 {
hardware ethernet 00:16:35:0E:D7:F3;
fixed-address 192.168.1.10;
}
host node2 {
hardware ethernet 00:36:A1:0F:D2:F1;
fixed-address 192.168.1.11;
}
[...]
}
Here’s the meaning of what we did:
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• default-lease-time and max-lease-time:
you can set the DHCP server to give an IP address that lasts only for a
certain amount of time and then expires. This is useful in daily DHCP
operations: for a university lesson we could give a lease time of 2 hours,
for a conference room 4 hours and so on. To disable expiry time, set
to -1.
• authoritative:
authoritative is used when the DHCP server is the only on the network.
If a client tries to register with a certain IP, the server tells “nope, do
as I want to”. This may be the case if a client still have a valid lease
from another network.
• subnet:
a subnet stanza must always be present. It usually sets the range of
IP addresses that the DHCP server can assign plus something else..
Inside it we also set the behavior with respect to specified hosts via the
“host” stanza.
• next-server:
the client that have just connected and received an IP address also
receive the address of the next server to connect to. This is the TFTP
server in our case and its IP address is the same as the DHCP server
itself since it’s located on the Master node too.
• filename:
this is the file that the client will ask for to the TFTP server and it’s
a bootloader.
• option subnet-mask and option broadcast-address are self explanatory..
• host:
any host stanza have the priority over subnet stanzas. They let you
set the IP to be given to a specific client by setting it’s MAC address. ADD ONE host ENTRY FOR ANY SLAVE NODE OF
YOUR CLUSTER!
Restart the DHCP service in order for changes to take effect:
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# /etc/init.d/isc-dhcp-server restart
May this command fail, check again the /etc/network/interfaces file, connect the eth0 interface to something and run: /etc/init.d/networking
restart.
Done? Let’s now connect a node and see if it works! Just as an example,
let’s suppose that:
• our server’s IP address is 192.168.1.10
• we’ve configured the DHCP server so that the client whose MAC address is 00:16:35:0E:D7:F3 is given the IP address 192.169.1.77..
By connecting a monitor to the client, we’re going to see something like:

Figure 3: Dialogue from client’s point of view
This is a dhcpd.conf very basics setting and works for me. Might it
not work for you, take a look at the Thomas Vojta’s research group page
(Pegasus II linux cluster) or to the links provided at the beginning of this
diskless clustering part, or search for some possible configuration on the net..
How do I know the MAC address of my slave NIC?
Probably it’s possible to read it in the BIOS, or maybe you can find a
ticket on the NIC.. Another possible way is connecting the client to the
server, connecting a monitor to the client, lighting it and reading the output!
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12

TFTP server

It’s time to set up a TFTP server. As the PXE client is powered on and have
reached the DHCP server, will be redirected to the TFTP server, in charge
of providing to it the bootloader (called pxelinux) and the Kernel image to
load into memory. The client have no hard-drive, so will have to load those
things into its RAM or internal memory.
TFTP is a very simple File Transfer Protocol. It’s similar to the well
known FTP, but it doesn’t ask for authentications. TFTP stands for Trivial
File Transfer Protocol. We are going to install a modified version of the
standard TFTP daemon, called tftpd-hpa, where the last three characters
stand for H. Peter Anvin, author of this TFTP version and also of a series
of bootloaders called syslinux (pxelinux is one of them).
How does it work?
Basically, the tftp server is made of a daemon called tftpd and a folder
to be shared, that is usually /tftpboot. The daemon monitors a specified
port (typically port 69) waiting for tftp requests. Clients ask the daemon
to download a file and the daemon gives them this file (if it’s located in the
shared tftp directory of course!).
Ok, let’s start.
To set a tftp server on our master node, let’s install the tftpd-hpa package. The last character after “tftp” tells us it’s the tftp Daemon. We also
want to be able to connect to a tftp server via our master node (we’ll use that
to verify our tftp server is working), so you’ll also have to install tftp-hpa.
# apt-get install tftpd-hpa tftp-hpa
Once you’ve installed, we can check that the daemon is going to be executed at boot time:
# chkconfig
You’ll probably have to install this chkconfig utility.
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12.1

TFTP settings

OK, the tftp server is installed, we now have to configure it by editing the
/etc/default/tftp-hpa file.
Now, files that the tftp server allows for downloading are located into a
directory called /tftpboot. Let’s create the directory and give it all the
privileges:
# mkdir /tftpboot
# chmod -R 777 /tftpboot
We now have to configure the server.. I’ll be a little verbose now.
First of all, take a look at the manual: man tftpd. As we can read from
the manual, TFTP service is usually managed by inetd or by xinetd, that are
basically super-daemons that manage other daemons.. Using inetd or xinetd
is not mandatory, in fact a TFTP server can run in standalone mode: we are
going to implement this way.
The configuration file for TFTP server is /etc/default/tftpd-hpa. The
tftp service is launched via the command in.tftpd, whose manual is the
same as tftpd. From the manual we can see the main options of the
in.tftpd command:
• -l, --listen
starts the server in standalone mode rather than making it start by
inetd. In listen mode, one can pass the --address to specify a local IP
address or a port to be listened to.
The tftp service is typically associated to port 69. Read the file /etc/services
to be sure that it’s the same for our system!
• -a [address][:port], --address [address][:port]
specifies to the server an address and a port to monitor. It works only
if in standalone mode. By default (if not specified), the server uses
the port that is specified into /etc/services. Setting the address to
0.0.0.0 means “any address”.
• -s, --secure
secure mode specifies the folder to be shared. Think ad the “filename”
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instruction in the DHCP server configuration file: if secure mode is
enabled, we must set the file to be downloaded in relative path (that
is just “pxelinux.0”), whereas if it’s not enabled we must provide the
full path (that is “/tftpboot/pxelinux.0”).
• -u, --username
specifies the username for whom tftpd will be started. By default the
user is nobody.
By reading the SECURITY paragraph of the manual, we can understand a
little more about how tftp works:
i) the tftpd service decides whether to grant or not access to a client by following rules defined in hosts access(5). Let’s run man 5 hosts access
and we’ll know that two files are checked:
/etc/hosts.allow and /etc/hosts.deny. Rules are very permissive
(remember we are dealing with Trivial FTP!): if the client that connects is in the hosts.allow file, then it can access; if the client is not
listed there, the hosts.deny file is checked and if it’s there, then the
access is prevented; then, if the client is listed in none of these files,
access is permitted. So: we have nothing special to do, don’t add
nobody nowhere and they’ll pass.
ii) Better setting the server to run with the user with as less privileges as
possible, It may be intelligent to create an apposite user rather than
using nobody to avoid loss of privileges in some way. To specify the user
we have the --user option. I’ll stick to nobody anyway..
Alright? So, edit the /etc/default/tftpd-hpa file as follows:
# /etc/default/tftpd-hpa
TFTP_USERNAME="nobody"
TFTP_DIRECTORY="/tftpboot"
TFTP_ADDRESS="0.0.0.0:69"
TFTP_OPTIONS="--listen --secure"
Restart the service with one of the following:
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# /etc/init.d/tftpd-hpa restart
or
# service tftpd-hpa restart

12.2

iptables: firewall!

This step may be unnecessary on your system! In my case it was not
necessary, but it’s worth writing something down, just in case things do not
work on your system..
If imporperly set, iptables (a program to manage the firewall provided
by the linux kernel) may lock the tftp traffic. Let’s install ufw (Uncomplicated FireWall) that will let us manage the firewall easily:
# apt-get install ufw

The Quick Way
The quick way is totally disabling the firewall. Run:
# ufw disable
# /etc/init.d/ufw restart
# ufw status verbose

The Right Way
I’ll let you understand on your own the right configuration you need for
outer world connection, and only tell the command to enable all traffic for
our cluster network:
# ufw allow from 192.168.0.0/24
# ufw status verbose
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12.3

Testing and Diagnostics

Let’s perform a small test to see if at least something is working or not:
let’s create a file in the folder /tftpboot and then try to download it from
another machine connected to the master node (server) or from the master
itself.
1) Let’s create a text file: open the terminal and type:
$ ls ./ > /tftpboot/test123.txt
2) download the file test123.txt via tftp:
$ tftp 192.168.0.1
tftp> get test123.txt
tftp> quit
3) does it work?
$ cat test123.txt
4) I really hope it works for you too!!
A couple of hints to perform a little diagnostics..
One can verify the services that are active with:
# netstat -plunt

We can read traffic across the tftp port with the command tcpdump:
# apt-get install tcpdump
# tcpdump -i eth3 port tftp -vv -X

• -i eth3 is the interface to be monitored
• port would like to be given the port number. If the service name is
given, tcpdump searches for the corresponding port in /etc/services
• -vv very verbose mode
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• -X shows results both in ASCII and hex
by starting the node, we should be able to know what’s going on!
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13

PXELINUX bootloader

Ok, the TFTP server is ready and working: it’s time to fill that /tftpboot
directory with the bootloader and its configuration files. On a classical system, the BIOS starts the bootloader, that locates the Kernel image on the
hard disk and loads it in the RAM. In our diskless case, we need a bootloader
that locates the Kernel image over the network. We’ll use a bootloader called
pxelinux.
PXELINUX is part of the Syslinux project, a series of bootloaders for
various situations. For our diskless cluster we need the pxelinux.0 file, that
we can obtain from the Syslinux package (look into the core/ directory).
Alternatively, you can retrieve the pxelinux.0 file from the Debian Netinst,
so if you can’t find it elsewhere give it a try!
Copy pxelinux.0 in /tftpboot and give it permissions:
$ sudo cp pxelinux.0 /tftpboot
$ sudo chmod 777 /tftpboot/pxelinux.0
Once the bootloader is started, it looks for the folder /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg
that stores configuration files. Make this folder:
$ sudo mkdir /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg
$ sudo chmod -R 777 /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg
First of all, pxelinux looks for a file named after the client’s IP address (in
hex format); if it doesn’t exist, the last octet of the IP is removed, looking
for a file that is thus appropriate for more IPs; if no file like this is found,
then pxelinux looks for a file named default. Since we want that every slave
node download the same Kernel image, let’s only create the default file,
whose syntax is pretty simple:
DEFAULT <kernel-image>
APPEND <kernel-boot-options>
In ¡kernel-boot-options¿ we can pass various options that the Kernel will
use in some next step, when it will load the filesystem, see: man bootparam.
Write the following (you’ll understand in the following sections):
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DEFAULT vmlinuz
APPEND root=/dev/nfs nfsroot=192.168.0.1:/nfsrootfs ip=dhcp
Ooook, just for fun, let’s connect a monitor to a slave node and let’s
connect it to the server. Here’s an image I’ve took while making some trials..

Figure 4: Pxelinux running on client
We can see pxelinux starting correctly, but then it gets stuck since it can
find no Kernel image to load.
Also, we could take a look at what’s going on by reading the /var/log/daemon.log
file on the master node!
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14

NFS server

In this step we’ll set up a NFS server on the master node. NFS stands for
Network File System and allows a client to connect and read/write to shared
files stored on the master as if they were on the client’s local hard disk.
Let’s resume what’s going on: slave nodes have downloaded the Kernel
image via PXE, the Kernel boots and then it must load a filesystem. Where
does it find it? One way is packing the filesystem into a ramdisk image.
Another way is telling the Kernel: “look, the filesystem is over there, on the
master node! The master is so kind that will host the filesystem for you!”
Of course the Kernel must be told to use NFS boot (root=/dev/nfs option
in PXE config file), and most of all NFS support must be enabled while
compiling it! I’ll talk about this on a next section, for now you can take a
look at the documentation, that you can find here (in a freshly downloaded
Kernel directory):
<kernel-dir>/Documentation/filesystems/nfs/nfsroot.txt.
Let’s just forget the slave nodes and their Kernel for a moment and let’s
configure a NFS server on the master:
# apt-get install nfs-kernel-server nfs-common
The first package is a Kernel-based NFS with also user-space functionality. Its typically faster and more reliable than user-space based NFS servers
(source: apt-cache show nfs-kernel-server).
Just as a note, if you were working with a usual client to be connected
to the NFS server, you’d want to install on it just the package nfs-common.
It’s not our case anyway.
The server is configured by editing the file /etc/exports, that contains
a list of the filesystems available to be exported via NFS. Take a look at the
manual: man 5 exports. The syntax is:
<path-to-shared-dir>

<IP of enabled clients>(<options>)

For example, the following will export the directory /nfsrootfs to the
client whose IP is 192.168.0.5, with read-write permissions, synchronous
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mode (the server replies to requests only after the changes have been made sync or async must be specified or the server will complain) and no root squash
(by default NFS changes the root user to nfsnobody, an account with no privileges; no root squash avoids this):
/nfsrootfs

192.168.0.5(rw,sync,no_root_squash)

In order to enable a whole network to load the directory, append a netmask right after the IP address with a slash, like: 192.168.0.0/255.255.255.0
or 192.168.0.0/24.
Let’s now create the directory, let it be owned by user nobody and group
nogroup and change permissions to 755:
# mkdir /nfsrootfs
# chown nobody:nogroup /nfsrootfs
# sudo chmod 755 /nfsrootfs
When our new operating system will be ready we’ll simply copy the
filesystem in that directory and the NFS-compliant Kernel will do the rest!
Last thing: you may find useful the showmount command.
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15

GNU/Linux OS for slave nodes

This part is supposed to be the most fun for a GNU/Linux user: one has the
opportunity of shaping the OS to the strictly minimum requisites the nodes
need. Too bad I’m in a big hurry with my thesis and cannot spend much
time on this one.. You know, colliding oxygen molecules can’t wait! :)
To understand this section you should have read the section about building a Kernel, although it’s not strictly necessary. In the Kernel paragraph
I’ve talked about the Kernel loading phase. After it’s loaded (both the Kernel and the initrd), the Kernel starts looking for a root file system, that is
the OS to be loaded. On usual hard-disked computers, the Kernel will load
the root file system from the hard drive, but that’s not our case. We have
two choices, namely:
• NFS
• RAM disk image
& The first configuration means that a NFS server (maybe the master
node) provides some space on its hard disk to host a file system for each slave
node. The node connects to it through the network and acts as if the file
system was local.
& The second configuration is made of a compressed image that the
Kernel downloads from a TFTP server (that might be the master node),
decompresses and loads into the RAM memory. This uncompressed image
will be the file system for the slave nodes: every node has it’s own file system
into the RAM memory.
Expecially in the second case, we need a filesystem for nodes that is as
lightweight as possible, or RAM will be soon filled up. We’ll follow the
NFS way and just sketch the other one.
The easiest way of preparing an operating system for our nodes is installing the chosen GNU/Linux distribution, modifying it (that is building
a minimal Kernel, removing graphical crap, installing MPI etc). We come
up with two things: a Kernel image called vmlinuz that we’ll put in the
/tftpboot directory and will be loaded by pxelinux and the rest of the
filesystem (the whole / directory), that we can copy into the nfsrootfs folder
(or pack it if you’ve choosed to use a ramdisk initrd or initramfs image). The
Kernel will be instructed to choose NFS or an initrd by the pxelinux bootloader with the Kernel options you’ve written in the [...]/pxelinux.cfg/default
file.
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Ok, let’s start.
The usual way of creating a custom filesystem varies whether you are a
linux expert or a low-to-intermediate user as I am. While an expert would
build a file system from scratch (by the way, take a look at the Linux From
Scratch project!), an intermediate user will probably pick up an existing file
system and start removing unnecessary things, such as graphical interfaces,
audio support and so on.
You can literally install a linux distibution on your system and make your
changes, or you can download a distro, mount it with chroot and modify.
We are going to follow the first way for brevity.

15.1

Step 1: install GNU/linux on a node

I’ve installed a minimal version of Debian Jessie on one node to whom I’ve
temporarily attached an hard disk. The advantage of starting from the same
OS as the master is that compatibility is assured also via apt-get.
When installing, I’ve choosed a hostname “node” and usernames and
password all “clusterman”. Debian lets you choose whether you want to
install “standard system utilities” or not. I’m unsure, so I did.
The configuration right after such an installation is (accordingly to ls
-lh or du -sh commands):
• vmlinuz, Kernel image is 3MB
• initrd is 14MB
• 780MB is total occupied space and is divided as follows:
– 11M /bin
– 30M /boot
– 0 /dev
– 4M /etc
– 20K /home
– 204M /lib
– 4K /lib64
– 16K lost+found
– 8K /media
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– 4K /mnt
– 4K /opt
– 0 /proc
– 12K /root
– 6.1M /run
– 5.1M /sbin
– 4.0K /srv
– 0 /sys
– 24K /tmp
– 463M /usr
– 42M /var
– 0 /vmlinux

So... what we must start cutting down are /lib and /usr. The main
part of /lib is created by /lib/modules, that occupies 162MB. If you’ve
read the chapter about compiling a Kernel, you’ve seen how /lib/modules
can be stripped down to approx 1MB. This is the first thing we are going
to do, then we’ll start removing utilities and programs (and in the end we’ll
pack our new system in case you wish to have an initrd image).

15.2

Step 2: enabling internet connection

Just as I’ve done in the first part of this document, let’s enable an internet
connection. You can follow those instructions and use pppoeconf or simply
change by hand the /etc/network/interfaces file by adding (I’m supposing
eth0 is your interface):
allow-hotplug eth0
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet dhcp
auto dsl-provider
iface dsl-provider inet ppp
pre-up /sbin/ifconfig eth0 up
provider dsl-provider
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and then run:
# /etc/init.d/networking restart
Try the connection with: ping www.google.com, and good luck if it
doesn’t work. Also, add repositories in the /etc/apt/sources.list:
deb http://ftp.uk.debian.org/debian/ jessie main contrib non-free
and then:
# apt-get update

15.3

Step 3: building a lighter Kernel

I will not talk extensively about building a Kernel here, since there is a whole
paragraph about it in this document, I’ll just repeat the steps.
First of all download a Kernel from www.kernel.org, you can use the
command line browser w3m since kernel.org is very pleasant to browse with
it! Since the original Kernel for Debian Jessie is 3.16.0, I’ve downloaded the
closest version, that is 3.18.
$ tar -xvJf linux-3.18.24.tar.xz ./
$ cd linux-3.18.24
You need to install a couple of things in order to configure and compile
the Kernel:
# apt-get install libncurses5-dev gcc make git
exuberant-ctags
(yes, we’ll soon remove those filthy 30MB of precious space, 20 of whom
are occupied by git!!)
To configure the Kernel, run from the main Kernel directory:
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$ make localyesconfig
The localyesconfig setting picks up the current config file, that is
found in /boot. In my case, I’m being asked some questions since the Kernel
version is slightly newer then the config one. Just choose No to every new
proposed feature.. It will take you 5 minutes if you’re upgrading from a
not-too-different Kernel version.
Now run:
$ make menuconfig
choose the absolute minimum you need. Assure you implement as built-in
(not as a module) what concerns DHCP and IP addresses (see the appropriate
chapter for more info) and all the NFS support you see! Also, you should
enable initrd filesystem support somehow if you wish to follow the second
way. We’ll then check the configuration file by hand to assure it.
A couple of hints:
• in General Setup mark “Optimize for Size”
• in Enable the block layer -> Partition types, we can live without support for Windows or Amiga partitions
• in Power management and ACPI options, no hybernation or standby
support
• in Networking support -> Networking Options make sure you mark
IP: Kernel level autoconfiguration and all its little friends (expecially DHCP support!)
• in Networking support no wifi...
• in Device Drivers no parallel port, no floppy disk nor CDrom, no
Macintosh support, no FDDI (optical fiber), no mouse, joystick, no PC
speaker.
• in Device Drivers -> Network device support you can tune it to
your motherboard if you like!
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• in File systems you must set NFS on
A couple of curious notes for me in the future:
? from Processor type and features you can select Built-in kernel
command line
? in the Kernel hacking section there’s a line saying Allow gcc to
uninline functions marked ’inline’
After you’ve done this, open the .config file, ignore the header saying
“this is an autogenerated file, so not modify” and set to yes the following:
• For mounting a filesystem via RAM:
– CONFIG BLK DEV RAM=y
• For NFS support:
– CONFIG NETWORK FILESYSTEMS=y
– CONFIG NFS FS=y
– CONFIG NFS V2=y
– CONFIG NFS V3=y
– CONFIG NFS V4=y
– CONFIG NFS SWAP=y
– CONFIG ROOT NFS=y
OK, now the .config file, storing the configuration for the Kernel, is
ready. Let’s compile and install (note that it may take a while.. like an hour
or so):
$
$
#
#

make
make
make
make

# compiles
modules # compiles modules
modules install # installs modules
install # ...

After doing this, here are my new sizes:
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Table 1: Kernel sizes
file
vmlinuz
initrd.img
/lib/modules

15.4

old
new
3MB 3.8MB
14MB 2.7MB
160MB 760KB

Step 4: lighter OS

Now comes the trickiest part. Let’s first of all remove git (I told you I would
purge you, bitch!)
Frankly, I wouldn’t exactly know how to proceed.. but fortunately I’ve found
a nice article on Debian Wiki, called “ReduceDebian: Reducing the size of
the Debian Installation Footprint”, that you can find here:
https://wiki.debian.org/ReduceDebian. I’ll simply copy the instructions
and include a few comments; to know whether it’s worth or not deleting
something (and also what it is) you can type
apt-cache show <package-name>
Some of the following packages will free a relatively small amount of
memory, but removing them may have two important consequences:
1. going through this is very instructive and gives one an idea of how
much stuff there is buried into an OS
2. seldom removing small programs make some installed libraries useless:
running apt-get autoremove has a big effect!
May you mess up and for example uninstall apt (just as I did..),
you just have to download it again from source or .deb package and
install with dpkg -i.
Let’s remove the following non-critical packages with apt-get purge
• acpi - 70 kB - battery status and thermal information
• acpid - 255kB - acpi daemon
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• aptitude - 4MB - high level interface to the package manager
• at - 105kB - for jobs handling
• ca-certificates - 1.6MB - hmmm.. certificates I guess..
• debian-faq - 1.3MB
• debian-faq-de - (should be removed by the debian-faq I think)
• debian-faq-fr - (should be removed by the debian-faq I think)
• debian-faq-it - (should be removed by the debian-faq I think)
• debian-faq-zh-cn - (should be removed by the debian-faq I think)
• dnsutils - 400kB - die! die! die!
• doc-debian - 150kB - truly sorry.. it’s business, you know..
• gettext-base - ? - be careful, you’ll be asked to cancel GRUB and you
probably still need it if you have some other OS on your machine!
• gnupg - ?! - Gnu Privacy Guard, free PGP replacement - apt DEPENDS
ON IT! DO NOT REMOVE!!!
• info - 400kB - parsed info..
• manpages - 3MB - bye bye my biggest friend.. sigh’..
• mutt - 6MB - text-based email reader
• nano - 1MB - since I’ve been using vi, I see it’s the only way
• ncurses-term - 2MB - types for ncurses (library for using the terminal as
a menu)
• reportbug - don’t remember - bugs report..
• vim-tiny - 1MB - remove and install levee, that is a vi clone that weights
100kB (an alias is set for vi)
• wamerican - 1MB - aaameeeeeericaaaa aaaameeeeeeeeeericaaaaaaaaaa
• w3m - 2MB - have you ever tried looking at boccelliengineering.altervista.org
with w3m? It’s a beauty
• whois - few kB - commandline client for the whois protocol
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• zeroinstall-injector - 20kB - transitional package that can be safely
uninstalled when the installation is done

Let’s take a look at the total gain:
$ df -h
we’ve gained approximately 200MB, not bad at all! Try to reboot and
see if everything works again.
A small note:
an alternative of the rebooting trial-and-error procedure would be mounting a partition, chrooting into it to make changes and then test the obtained
filesystem using an emulator such as qemu!

Add an option to apt configuration file, so that it does not install recommended or suggested packages, but only those strictly necessary. The
file is /etc/apt/apt.conf.d/70debconf (on older apt versions it used to be
/etc/apt/apt.conf) and you must append:
APT::Install-Recommends "0" ;
APT::Install-Suggests "0" ;
You can check that the configuration is read by running:
# apt-config dump | grep "APT::Install"

Here are some steps to clean up the directory /usr/share, involving
mainly languages and documentation.
• The files in /usr/share/locale can be almost all be cleared and this
will give us 70MB. Make sure you keep those used by your system and
keyboard (my sys is english and keyboard too so I’ve kept everything
starting with “en”).
• Do the same with /usr/share/man: this will give us approx 5 more
MB.
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• Exactly the same with everywhat you find in /usr/share/doc: 20 more
MB.
• Remove locales from /usr/share/i18n (internationalization stuff..): 9
more MB.
Let’s go to /usr/lib and run du -sh * to have an idea of what we should
kill. The biggest monster is gcc (40MB). After removing gcc (that freeds
5MB) also delete the content of the folder (hopefully this will be OK). Also
launch an apt-get autoremove --purge: i got 30 more MB.
Now /var: the biggest candidates are log (16MB), lib (70M) and cache
(60MB or more).
• The log directory contains a directory called installer/cdebconf,
that can be erased by purging the package installation-report.
• The /var/lib is mainly heavy because of apt (50MB). The directory
/var/lib/apt/lists, that is where the size comes from, is created and
filled when running apt-get update, so it can be removed safely (but
of course, do it in the end, or you’ll have some problems installing the
last packages such as open mpi and ssh!)
• The /var/cache is filled with packages that are kept by apt in case of
need. You can remove them by running: apt-get clean (!!!)
Current occupied space (stated by df -h): 413MB! Since I’m just trying
to make up something, I’m ok with it and I will proceed installing Open MPI
and OpenSSH.

15.5

Step 5: installing required packages

I don’t think a lot of packages are required for my nodes’ OS, but for sure
we need Open MPI, OpenSSH and rsh. You may think that rsh is already
installed, but beware: it’s a symbolic link to ssh!
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#
#
#
#

apt-get
apt-get
apt-get
apt-get

15.6

install
install
install
install

openmpi-bin openmpi-common
libopenmpi1.6
openssh-server openssh-client
rsh-client rsh-server

Step 6.NFS: put things in place

Your linux image is ready, it’s time to put it in place!! This is very simple in
case of NFS:
• copy the Kernel image (/boot/vmlinuz-3.18.34 in my case) in the
/tftpboot folder, name it as you like and then make sure that the
/tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg/default file points to the right name
• copy the whole / directory in /nfsrootfs, and make sure to do
it with cp -a!!!!! This little option is paramount since it preserves
permissions and ownerships! Messing with this may result in a not
properly working system!!!
• start the noooooooooooooooooooodes!
In case you want to use an initrd image instead of NFS, keep on reading,
otherwise you are done and can start the

15.7

Step 6.initrd: packing it up

Ok, so you want to use an initrd, right? This might be a good choice: it
involves less network traffic, you just need one image (with NFS you need
one image for each client or writing operations can be a problem). I will just
sketch the steps here, appending then some verbose useless stuff.
First of all, you must be aware that there’s a difference between initrd
and initramfs. Older Kernels used initrd, that is a gzipped filesystem,
whereas newer Kernels typically create an initramfs, that is a gzipped cpio
archive containing some tools to mount the final filesystem. The image you
see /boot/initrd.img-<kernel-version> is in reality an initramfs. We’ll
stick to initrd since the Kernel still supports it. Please refer to the Kernel
documentation (I’ve copied something in the end of this article).
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So, you have a complete / directory (your filesystem).. to make an initrd
image out of it (that the Kernel will load) you must:
1. create a file that will be our filesystem image and mount it somewhere
2. fill the filesystem with the / directory of the customized lighter node
OS
3. unmounting and gzipping the freshly built filesystem image
4. giving to pxelinux the right configuration file to pass the right options
to the Kernel and instruct it to download your new initrd
Here’s a piece of a script that I use to do this.
echo " ---> Creating filesystem"
sudo mkdir /loop
dd if=/dev/zero of=myrootfs bs=1k count=360000
sudo mke2fs -F -L ROOT myrootfs < /dev/null
sudo mount myrootfs /loop -o loop
echo " ---> Filling the filesystem"
sudo cp -a ../mnt/* /loop # NOTE THE -a OPTION!!!!!!
# WITHOUT THIS YOU WILL OBTAIN A SCREWED-UP
# SYSTEM, LIKE READ ONLY OR EVEN WORSE!
sudo chmod -R /loop/
echo
sudo
sudo
sudo

" ---> Compressing the filesystem and copying to /tftpboot"
umount /loop
gzip -c myrootfs > /tftpboot/rootfs.gz
chmod 777 /tftpboot/rootfs.gz

And my pxelinux file is:
DEFAULT vmlinuz
APPEND ramdisk_size=1500000 root=/dev/ram0 rw initrd=rootfs.gz

Here’s some verbose stuff that might turn out useful. What is a cpio
archive and why is it used? In the documentation, you can find:
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1) cpio is a standard. It’s decades old (from the AT&T days), and already
widely used on Linux (inside RPM, Red Hat’s device driver disks). Here’s
a Linux Journal article about it from 1996:
http://www.linuxjournal.com/article/1213
It’s not as popular as tar because the traditional cpio command line tools
require _truly_hideous_ command line arguments. But that says nothing
either way about the archive format, and there are alternative tools,
such as:
http://freecode.com/projects/afio
2) The cpio archive format chosen by the kernel is simpler and cleaner (and
thus easier to create and parse) than any of the (literally dozens of)
various tar archive formats. The complete initramfs archive format is
explained in buffer-format.txt, created in usr/gen_init_cpio.c, and
extracted in init/initramfs.c. All three together come to less than 26k
total of human-readable text.
3) The GNU project standardizing on tar is approximately as relevant as
Windows standardizing on zip. Linux is not part of either, and is free
to make its own technical decisions.
4) Since this is a kernel internal format, it could easily have been
something brand new. The kernel provides its own tools to create and
extract this format anyway. Using an existing standard was preferable,
but not essential.
5) Al Viro made the decision (quote: "tar is ugly as hell and not going to be
supported on the kernel side"):
http://www.uwsg.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/0112.2/1540.html
explained his reasoning:
http://www.uwsg.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/0112.2/1550.html
http://www.uwsg.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/0112.2/1638.html
and, most importantly, designed and implemented the initramfs code.
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You should now take a look at the documentation, that you can find into
a downloaded Kernel directory. The previous stuff about cpio comes from
this file:
Documentation/filesystems/ramfs-rootfs-initramfs.txt
Also, this file says:
External initramfs images:
-------------------------If the kernel has initrd support enabled, an external cpio.gz archive can also
be passed into a 2.6 kernel in place of an initrd. In this case, the kernel
will autodetect the type (initramfs, not initrd) and extract the external cpio
archive into rootfs before trying to run /init.

In Documentation/initrd.txt we can find:
Boot command-line options
------------------------initrd adds the following new options:
initrd=<path>

(e.g. LOADLIN)

Loads the specified file as the initial RAM disk. When using LILO, you
have to specify the RAM disk image file in /etc/lilo.conf, using the
INITRD configuration variable.
noinitrd
initrd data is preserved but it is not converted to a RAM disk and
the "normal" root file system is mounted. initrd data can be read
from /dev/initrd. Note that the data in initrd can have any structure
in this case and doesn’t necessarily have to be a file system image.
This option is used mainly for debugging.
Note: /dev/initrd is read-only and it can only be used once. As soon
as the last process has closed it, all data is freed and /dev/initrd
can’t be opened anymore.
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root=/dev/ram0
initrd is mounted as root, and the normal boot procedure is followed,
with the RAM disk mounted as root.

this file also talks about booting parameters
Finally, you have to boot the kernel and load initrd. Almost all Linux
boot loaders support initrd. Since the boot process is still compatible
with an older mechanism, the following boot command line parameters
have to be given:
root=/dev/ram0 rw
(rw is only necessary if writing to the initrd file system.)

Troubleshooting hint:
May you have some problems like “kernel panic! What is /dev/ram0?!”,
make sure you’ve enabled all the necessary CONFIG ... flags during boot
time
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Final configuration

Ok, so long we’ve configured a bootable operating system, it’s time to make
the last touches for our clustering needs.
& RSH settings
I’ll use rsh in spite of ssh for communications between nodes. We’ve already
installed it while preparing the “light OS”. The configuration is straightforward: rsh allows any host whose IP is present in the file /etc/hosts.equiv
or in the local .rhosts. So, on the master node you must create a .rhosts
containing the IP of every node (more nodes is not bad.. just write all the IPs
from 192.168.0.1 to 192.168.0.254 :) ). Remember that since you have both
ssh and rsh installed, while using MPI you’ll have to specify which protocol
you wish to use.
& Multiple NFS shares
First of all, create one subdirectory in the /nfsrootfs for every node and
copy the filesystem in each one of them. I’ve named the directories node001,
node002 and so on and a node guest directory just in case I want to add
a node at the last moment, and a node BACKUP. Remember to copy the
filesystem with cp -a (this option is paramount) and then to chown and
chmod the directories as we did in the NFS chapter.
Here’s a trivial script:
#!/bin/sh
echo "Creating exported folders from nodes_BACKUP..."
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

cp
cp
cp
cp
cp
cp
cp

-a
-a
-a
-a
-a
-a
-a

./node_BACKUP
./node_BACKUP
./node_BACKUP
./node_BACKUP
./node_BACKUP
./node_BACKUP
./node_BACKUP

node001
node002
node003
node004
node005
node006
node_guest

echo "Done!"

Then you must modify the /etc/exports file accordingly, specifying a
unique IP-to-nodeXXfolder correspondance. Here’s mine:
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# Enabling some nodes:
/nfsrootfs/node001 192.168.0.11(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/nfsrootfs/node002 192.168.0.12(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/nfsrootfs/node003 192.168.0.13(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/nfsrootfs/node004 192.168.0.14(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/nfsrootfs/node005 192.168.0.15(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
/nfsrootfs/node006 192.168.0.16(rw,sync,no_root_squash)
# One more possible node:
/nfsrootfs/node_guest 192.168.0.0/24(rw,sync,no_root_squash)

& DHCP server settings
Secondly, you must tell the DHCP server to attribute a range of IP addresses
matching what you’ve set in the /etc/exports file. ( You could also set an
univoque correspondance client MAC-to-IP by using the host stanzas in
/etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf. )
My dhcpd.conf looks like this, assigning addresses from 192.168.0.11
to 192.168.0.254:
default-lease-time -1;
max-lease-time -1;
authoritative;
subnet 192.168.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
range 192.168.0.11 192.168.0.16;
filename "pxelinux.0";
next-server 192.168.0.1;
option subnet-mask 255.255.255.0;
option broadcast-address 192.168.0.255;
}

& pxelinux settings
Then you must create a set of configuration files into /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg,
one per IP address, passing to the Kernel the proper NFS directory. I’ve created the files:
C0A8000B

C0A8000C

C0A8000D

C0A8000E

I think you’re done.
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C0A8000F

C0A80010

default

Part III

Appendices and stuff
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From BIOS to Init

The process leading a computer from the power button pressing to the moment when you are asked for login name and password have always been mysterious to me and I guess the same stands for many of you! Strange beeps,
white and black writings “checksum bla bla bla...”, and then hundreds
of thousands of “loading this-and-that...[Done]”.
Finally, after writing this chapter I can look at the boot phase and have
an idea of what’s going on!!
The leading actors from the power-on step to the Operating System loading are 3:
1. the BIOS during the bootstrap process
2. the boot loader right after
3. a lot of processes during the kernel loading and OS initialization, the
most famous of whom is the init
Some knowledge over init will let you understand how to start processes at
boot time for example!

17.1

Switching On a Computer: Bootstrap Process

What happens when you light up a computer? As you press the power
button, the computer starts a sequence of self-sustained operations to bring
himself operative and ready to load the operating system, without any external input. This sequence is called bootstrap. The bootstrap phase begins
when pushing the power switch and ends when the computer starts to read
the first sector of the hard drive, called Master Boot Record.
What is a bootstrap?
For us non-English natives, a bootstrap is the strip sewed on boots and
trainers to help you wearing them. As far as I know, the phrase “pull
yourself up by your bootstraps” is a common saying that we could translate
as “solve your problems on your own, don’t expect external aid”, hence the
term bootstrap to indicate the autonomous lighting up phase!
Ok, so you pushed the power on button, right?
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The power source starts its fan and begin working. As soon as the voltage settles down, a signal is sent to the processor: it starts and loads the
first instruction he finds into his memory, that is a redirection to a memory
location where the BIOS is.
The BIOS, Basic Input-Output System, is a set of routines stored on
a Read Only Memory (you can physically find it on your motherboard!) that
provide basic functions to access hardware. The BIOS is nowadays written
on an EEPROM chip, that is a Read Only Memory that can be rewritten.
This allows the BIOS to be configured as you like.
Here are the actions it performs:
• When the BIOS starts, it calls the Power On Self Test (POST) process,
that performs some checks on the hardware. This POST checks devices.
Does everything work correctly? If so, you’ll hear a single beep, otherwise a 1 bit buzzer orchestra will start, playing a little concert of small
or long beeps. “What’s going on?!” You might ask yourself.. but don’t
panic, it’s just a code to tell you what went wrong! A certain number
of beeps might for example mean “video card not working properly”!
• If everything was A-OK, the second phase is searching for devices’ ROM
memories and executing their POST routines. The first is the video
card, then other devices, memory tests, keyboards..
• The next step is about hardware characteristics, like hard disk capacities, serial port speeds etc.
• Then the CMOS memory is read: it stores configuration settings.
Do you remind the button battery on the mother board? It’s the CMOS
battery and when it’s over, the CMOS forgets what have been set like
time and date for example..
The integrity of CMOS instruction is verified with a checksum (some
bits are summed and a certain result means information is OK) and
then executed.
• In the end the BIOS chooses a drive from whom starting the Operating
System. By modifying the BIOS check priority, one usually sets the
optical CD drive or removable drives like USB sticks to be checked
before booting from the hard drive.
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17.2

Booting from Hard Drive: the MBR

If external booting devices are not present, the BIOS redirects to the first
sector of the hard disk: the first 512 bytes of the disk are called Master Boot
Record (MBR).
The MBR is composed by three parts:
• the first 466 bytes of the MBR are composed by a code sometimes
called “Master Boot Program”
• the following 64 bytes (466 + 64 = 510) are occupied by a partition
table
• the last 2 bytes (466 + 64 + 2 = 512) are the so called “magic number”,
that is a sequence identifying the end of the MBR.
The BIOS goes back to his microchip-kennel and it’s now up to the Master
Boot Program, as known as boot loader, to direct the operations. You for
sure have heard about GRUB and LILO, two well known linux boot loaders!
These are programs that do the necessary operations to launch the operating
system you like. Since -as you can imagine- 466 bytes are not enough to start
a program such as GRUB (that maybe also has a background image and so
on), what is actually installed in the MBR is only GRUB-Stage1, that is only
a small part of GRUB. This small code does redirect to a much bigger sector
of the hard disk where the rest of the boot loader (GRUB-Stage2) lives.
Then the boot loader loads the kernel image.

17.3

Kernel Loading Phase

The kernel is the part of the operating system in charge of directly managing the hardware: it translates input/output requests from software to low
level data processing instructions to be executed by hardware devices. As
Wikipedia states: “For computer programmers, the kernel’s interface is a
low-level abstraction layer”.
GNU/Linux
Since we are talking about the kernel, it’s mandatory to tell that what we
usually call “Linux” is actually the “Linux kernel”! The operating system
should be referred as to “GNU/Linux”, to remember the huge quantity of
software coming from the GNU project!!!
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The kernel loading is split in two phases:
i) Kernel loading stage: first of all the kernel is loaded into RAM memory and since it’s a compressed image, it’s decompressed.
ii) Kernel startup phase then it’s time for a startup sequence (called
Process 0), that will manage memory, examine the computer specs (CPU
architecture etc) and call the start kernel() routine.
The kernel then loads the initial RAM disk, “initrd” -that is it mounts
the filesystem into memory- and also starts /sbin/init, the first user
space process (whose Process ID is 1).

17.4

Init, here we are!

Ok, finally we reached our main point: the init process! As man init states:
“Init is the parent of all processes”
What does this init do? By quoting the manual again: “Its primary role
is to create processes from a script stored in the file /etc/inittab”, so let’s
take a look at this file.
# /etc/inittab: init(8) configuration.
# $Id: inittab,v 1.91 2002/01/25 13:35:21 miquels Exp $
# The default runlevel.
id:2:initdefault:
# Boot-time system configuration/initialization script.
# This is run first except when booting in emergency (-b) mode.
si::sysinit:/etc/init.d/rcS
# What to do in single-user mode.
~~:S:wait:/sbin/sulogin
#
#
#
#
#

/etc/init.d executes the S and K scripts upon change
of runlevel.
Runlevel 0 is halt.
Runlevel 1 is single-user.
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# Runlevels 2-5 are multi-user.
# Runlevel 6 is reboot.
l0:0:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 0
l1:1:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 1
l2:2:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 2
l3:3:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 3
l4:4:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 4
l5:5:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 5
l6:6:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 6
# Normally not reached, but fallthrough in case of emergency.
z6:6:respawn:/sbin/sulogin
# What to do when CTRL-ALT-DEL is pressed.
ca:12345:ctrlaltdel:/sbin/shutdown -t1 -a -r now
[etc]
It’s not the most user-friendly file you’ve probably seen.. Anyway, init
reads this file to know which processes to start. The processes to start of
course depend by the way you want to use your machine.
Let’s image you want to perform some maintenance on your system, acting on the filesystem.. You must be sure that there’s no other process that’s
using it if you want to work safely! The computer would require a certain
configuration to let you do that: that’s the idea behind the so called runlevels.
In UNIX and UNIX-like systems the concept on runlevel represent the
state of a computer. One can create its own runlevels, with the configuration
he likes, anyway by default there are 6 runlevels. The inittab file states:
#
#
#
#

Runlevel 0 is
Runlevel 1 is
Runlevels 2-5
Runlevel 6 is

halt.
single-user.
are multi-user.
reboot.

Just to fix the ideas, let’s say you are surfing the web.. and suddenly you
understand that a vital modification to filesystem must be done. You want
the computer to guarantee you that: “I’m the chief, I want to operate some
administration task, I want no other processes nor other users to annoy me”,
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then you will ask the operating system to kindly switch to the runlevel 1,
that by default makes the machine work in single-user mode!
Are you done? Want to go back to normal activity mode? Then you
switch to runlevel 2 for example!
As previously said, you can add your own runlevel, loading only the processes you need!
Just for curiosity, type:
$ man shutdown

shutdown does its job by signalling the init process,
asking it to change the runlevel. Runlevel 0 is used to
halt the system, runlevel 6 is used to reboot the system,
and runlevel 1 is used to put to system into a state where
administrative tasks can be performed;
Got it? UNIX systems treat Reboot and Halt as states in which the
machine can go. One can see it’s runlevel by entering
$ who -r
.. you’ve probably read it in the /etc/inittab file, haven’t you??
# The default runlevel.
id:2:initdefault:
What about the syntax? The command man inittab tells that the
syntax of the inittab file is: “id:runlevels:action:process”
For example, the line:
1:2345:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty1
tells to init:
i) The ID is “1”
ii) Do this when in runlevels 2, 3, 4 and 5
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iii) I want the action to be “respawn”, that is: every time the process is
terminated you have to start it again and again and again
iv) The process is /sbin/getty 38400 tty1, that is simply to open tty1, the
number is just another parameter
“getty” is the process that opens those cool terminals you see when you press
CTRL + ALT + Fsomething. You can add some other terminals from here,
that will be started when the runlevel is entered!
Also, you can set autologin on a certain tty (tty1 for example) by modifying as: /sbin/getty -a your user name 38400 tty1
/etc/init.d/rc - starting the right processes
“rc” stands for “runcom” or “run commands” and it’s birth dates back to
the 60s, from the MIT CTSS system!
In order to switch from a certain runlevel to another, some running processes may have to be stopped (every process if we are switching to runlevel
0!) and other processes must be started.
Let’s say you reach home, after a full working day and want to connect
via skype to your friend Pablo in Guatemala... You press the power on
button, the BIOS starts, the boot loader starts.. but then there is a whole
lot of processes to be start before the “skype process” will work properly!
This should suggest you that there’s almost always some sort of priority and
order in starting processes.
For those who have been programming a little, the idea is almost the
same as the need of compiling first of all the modules and then the program
needing them!
Init knows which processes must be started and stopped in each runlevel,
‘cause there are some folders called /etc/rcX.d, storing scripts that actually
start or stop them! Scripts associated to runlevel 0 are located in /etc/rc0.d;
for runlevel 1: /etc/rc1.d, and so on...
First of all Inittab tells init that in a certain runlevel it must start a script
located in /etc/init.d called rc, with a certain option (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6),
and wait until it’s done:
l0:0:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 0
l1:1:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 1
l2:2:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 2
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l3:3:wait:/etc/init.d/rc
l4:4:wait:/etc/init.d/rc
l5:5:wait:/etc/init.d/rc
l6:6:wait:/etc/init.d/rc

3
4
5
6

That script will do the rest, loading and stopping processes located in the
rcX.d directory! Let’s make a further step. Type:
$ ls /etc/rc1.d
You’ll see something like:
K01alsa-utils
K01atd
K01exim4

K01saned
K01wicd
K01xdm

K02avahi-daemon
K04rsyslog
K06nfs-common

K06rpcbind
README
S01killprocs

S01motd
S20bootlogs
S21single

Files are named with a letter and a number. K-files are processes to be
killed, S-files are processes to be started and the number ensures that some
are executed before others. In /etc/rc0.d you’ll find only processes to be
Killed and in /etc/rc5.d you should clearly find almost only processes to be
Started!
Read man init and man inittab for more about the syntax etc!
What’s this fancy “.d”?!
As you know, UNIX systems don’t care at all about file suffixes, (on the
contrary Windows ugly systems get crazy if you call a plain text file “plaintext.jpg”). Just as some have the habit to give an executable file the extension “.exe”, back in the days of the Unix System V someone used to append
a “.d” to directory names. Today when we run “ls”, the console splashes
different colors everywhere, but if you imagine to work in a black and white
environment, this extension can be useful!
Also, it allowed to have both the file /etc/init (that today have been
moved to /sbin/init) and the folder /etc/init.d!
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UNIX Shells

The unix shell is a command-line interpreter: it’s the way you talk to your
computer.
You can execute commands or create scripts made of more commands..
Nowadays people are used to click everywhere and use the keyboard only if
strictly necessary. Linux newbies think that linux is the desktop environment.. and forget that there’s a more direct way to communicate to the
machine!
When you are working from a Desktop Environment (or windowmanager
such as Fluxbox) and you open a “terminal”, this is actually called “terminal
emulator”. Xterm for example is a terminal emulator and Gnome-terminal
too!
In the years, shells developed a lot: from mere command line interpreters
with little or no user-friendly nor time-saving attitude, they became more
and more sophisticated. Today shells are a both an interface and a scripting
language! There’s plenty of shells, each one with slightly different features
from the others. Under linux you’ll almost surely end up using the Bash
(Bourne Again SHell).
A little bit of history
Back in 1971, Ken Thompson wrote the first UNIX shell. It was called
Thompson shell or “sh”. It was quite simple, it was not made for scripting but
introduced some features to the previous shells used by the UNIX precursors,
like the “>” symbol for redirection and also (a bit later) introduced the
concept of pipelines.
The Bourne shell - sh
Some years later a new shell was written by Stephen Bourne, at Bell Labs.
This shell, called the Bourne shell, replaced the Thompson shell and was
attributed the same name: sh. Today when we talk about sh we mean the
Bourne shell.
This shell was an interactive command interpreter but was also intended to
be a scripting language. This means that you can write programs with that!
There’s a syntax that partially recalls the ALGOL 68, like the “if fi” and the
“case esac” statements.
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The C shell - csh
Written by Bill Joy, the main goal was to have a more interactive and C-like
shell. In this shell the syntax is more similar to the C language. This shell
introduced features for interactive work, such as the history, aliases etc. For
example, if you type !! the previous command is re-executed etc etc..

Let’s make a little test. Open a terminal and type:
$ sh
you’ll be prompted into an sh shell and you can quit by typing
$ exit
now, type some command:
$ echo Ciao Giovane!
and then press the up arrow key to repeat that command.. As you can
see, history is not as accessible as we got accustomed to by using the BASH
shell! sh is going to output some weird characters like “^[[A”... Now type
exit and then log into the C shell:
install it first if you haven’t yet..
$ sudo apt-get install csh
$ csh
You will see a percentage symbol. Type:
% echo Ciao, Giovane!
And then try the arrow-up.. This won’t work as well.. But if you type:
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% !!
The command is executed again!

The Korn shell - ksh
The ksh was developed by David Korn in the early 80s and was backwardcompatible with the Bourne shell and yet including some features of the C
shell.
The Bourne Again SHell - bash
Bash, or GNU Bash is the GNU Project’s shell. It was written by Brian Fox
and released in 1989.
This shell is sh-compatible and incorporates features from the Korn shell and
the C shell and.. it’s the default shell for Linux!! The Bourne Again SHell
have been developed a lot since the first release under the efforts of the FSF
(Free Software Foundation) and today it’s pretty cute and useful!
I’m writing this chapter about UNIX shells in December 2014, as I learn from
the internet what I’m teaching you, and I’ve just read that a severe security
bug in Bash was found in September 2014.. a couple of months ago! Who
knows, maybe it’s bullshit, maybe it’s something interesting.. I think tonight
I’ll take a look :)

18.1

∼/.bashrc and his little friends

When you invoke the bash (when you start it) it does a number of things..
you’d better take a look on the GNU website for a deeper understanding.
When you invoke the bash, it looks at certain files for configuration settings,
such as /etc/inputrc file.
Also, when invoked it automatically reads and executes some scripts:
• if invoked for login reasons, it reads /etc/profile, ∼/.bash profile,
∼/.bash login and ∼/.profile;
• when a login shell exits, Bash reads and executes commands from the
file ∼/.bash logout (if it exists);
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• if executed as an interactive non-login shell it reads and executes the
commands in the ∼/.bashrc file

18.2

/etc/inputrc and the Readline library

This file deals with the bash behaviour: little things that make it sooooo
comfortable to use! All things that the good old sh shell could hardly imagine!
If you think that the Bash is everything but “comfortable”, just recall the sh
shell and keep reading: let me quote from www.gnu.org/software/bash/...
Often during an interactive session you type in a long line of text, only to
notice that the first word on the line is misspelled. The Readline library gives
you a set of commands for manipulating the text as you type it in, allowing
you to just fix your typo, and not forcing you to retype the majority of the
line. Using these editing commands, you move the cursor to the place that
needs correction, and delete or insert the text of the corrections. Then, when
you are satisfied with the line, you simply press RET. You do not have to be
at the end of the line to press RET; the entire line is accepted regardless of
the location of the cursor within the line.
Got it? Bash has a library called libreadline (as you can read in the first
commented raw of /etc/inputrc) and the file inputrc contains global settings
for readline. “Global” means that it’s valid for any user.
You should have (or may have to create it, I suppose) a file in your home
directory called “.inputrc”; this will create local settings that will overwhelm
the global settings.
Now, just for fun, try to edit a line using sh or csh! To be completely
honest, today csh have been developed a lot and it’s not like the old csh. As
far as I know, csh is a common choice in some scientific environments.

18.3

Pipelines!

A pipeline is basically a cascade of commands. The output of each command
is taken as input for the next one!
$ program 1 | program 2 | program 3
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This is somehow like your toilet pipeline: the “water” flows from one pipe to
the next!
The pipeline concept was born as an evolution for the “output redirect”
command, whose symbol is “>”: as a consequence in the beginning the
pipeline symbol was “>”. The user had to concatenate more programs with
“>” and the shell knew it was a pipeline. The symbol then evolved and
today Bash uses the vertical bar ( “|” ), hence called pipe character.
For example in chapter Debian Basic Configuration we used the command
“xset q | grep bell ”. This command executes “xset q” and redirects the
complex output to grep, that extracts the line starting with “bell”.

18.4

Aliases

Aliases are a great tool related to the bash usage: you can define a name
that becomes an alias for a certain command. Just to fix the ideas, let’s say
we want to execute a command that prints the list of what is located in the
current directory and then tells us the name of that dir.. Useful, huh? We
can make an alias: we can call it “ls2” for example! Execute the following
Bash command:
$ alias ls2=’ls && echo - You are in:

&& pwd’

Note that I left no spaces between “ls2” and the declaration! Ok,
now the shell you are working in knows that when you execute “ls2”, what
you mean is the command “ls && echo - You are in: && pwd”.
Now.. what you did is limited to the current working shell.. how can we
set ls2 so that it’s automatically set for any new terminal you will ever open?
As already said, at opening bash reads the file ∼/.bashrc; inside it you
will find the following:

#
#
#
#

Alias definitions.
You may want to put all your additions into a separate file like
~/.bash_aliases, instead of adding them here directly.
See /usr/share/doc/bash-doc/examples in the bash-doc package.
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if [ -f ~/.bash_aliases ]; then
. ~/.bash_aliases
fi

The statement reads: if (-ispresent ∼/.bash aliases) then load it!
So, you just have to create (or modify if already present) that file appending your line.
Example
A useful way to exploit aliases is the following situation: let’s say you have
a server that controls the nuclear facility in your garage. Let’s also assume
your little son can access it cause as a Christmas gift you created him the
user little son.. How can you make sure that your little son won’t run the
command “autodestruction” when you are at work?
YOU CAN USE ALIASES!
Just create a file called ∼/.bash aliases into little son’s home directory
/home/little son with the text:
alias autodestruction=’cowsay -f stegosaurus not a kids play!’

Also remove writing privileges to the .bashrc and .bash aliases just to
be sure!
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19

Useful Commands

Ok, there’s plenty of command lists on the internet, but let’s be honest who’ve
ever read completely any of them? I mean, these are so deadly boring!! So..
how can I please you, readers and force you to keep reading? I’ve tried to
regroup commands in families and utilities, avoiding those as cute as archaic
commands such as “mount-floppy-disk”.
Type man command for more info, I’ve freely referred to manuals for the
following descriptions.
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SPECS
Let’s start with the ls-family
lsblk - shows information about block devices. You can finally know what
is the name attributed to the usb stick you’ve plugged right now!
lscpu - displays info about the CPU: architecture, cores and so on. Pretty
nice command! A more verbose alternative is less /proc/cpuinfo
lspci - shows info about PCI buses on the system and devices connected to
them
lsusb - the same as lspci with USB buses
The /proc directory stores some interesting files..
less /proc/cpuinfo - is a little bit like lscpu, but displaying a way larger
output
less /proc/meminfo - displays info about physical installed RAM
less /proc/partitions - info about number of block of partitions. How
many times did you ask yourself if you had to mount /dev/sda2 or
/dev/sda3?? Unite this to /proc/swaps and you could get it right!
less /proc/swaps - here’s the swap!
less /proc/uptime - shows time passed from switching on.. at least I
think
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MEMORY AND FILES
df -l - tells you how much available or occupied disk space you have. If you
call df -lh, the h flag results in a human-readable format, that is you
see sizes in MB in spite of Bytes for example
ls -l - what more can I say?! Try it and be amazed! You can also run ls
-lh for human-readable format
ADMINISTRATION
fdisk -l - fdisk allows to manipulate the partition table. fdisk -l lists
partitions
who - prints information about users logged in
watch - watch executes a command periodically. Run for example watch
-n 0.5 lsblk and then plug in a usb stick
nmap - really useful tool to monitor the network. Allows to find IPs of
connected machines and much much more
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20

Linux Networking

This chapter is about the basics of linux networking: the absolute minimum
you should know.

20.1

Network Interfaces

During the installation of the operating system, the kernel recognizes network
hardware, like ethernet cards, wireless cards, modems... that hardware is
referred to as NIC (Network Interface Card). Network Interface Cards are
called by the system physical network interfaces and the kernel give ‘em a
name like “eth0” for ethernet devices or “wlan0” for wireless ones. There
are also virtual network interfaces, which are something that you create, not
directly representing a piece of hardware, but ad imaginary object linked to
a piece of hardware. With virtual interfaces you can set bridged connections
etc.. The loopback interface (lo), for example is a virtual interface.
To see active network interfaces one can run ifconfig, and to see all the
interfaces (active or inactive) ifconfig -a:
$ sudo ifconfig
$ sudo ifconfig -a
Ifconfig (standing for “InterFace config” I suppose) is a fundamental tool
automatically used at boot time to set network interfaces and that can be
used during normal system operations to see statistics about interfaces (see
man ifconfig). Today it’s considered old and other commands substituted it,
such as the command “ip”.
A paramount file you can configure to horse around with network interfaces is /etc/network/interfaces and to bring up or down interfaces there’s a
packet called “ifpudown”, which should be installed by default.
For example [please note that everything I write after hashes are comments]:
$ sudo ifup eth0

# brings eth0 up

$ sudo ifdown eth0

# brings eth0 down
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20.2

Paramount Terminology

We introduce some terminology here.. I’ve tried to organize it in a logical
fashion. Try to read it with care!
Please note that the main part of this sub-chapter is OS-free! You will find
here something about: Internet and Gateways, NIC, IP, DHCP, NSS, DNS,
ISP, DSL, ADSL, PPP, TCP/IP, MAC, AMBARABACICCICOCCO’... and
something more. Why on Earth do IT technicians like acronyms that much?!
• Internet and Gateway: please, read this!
The internet is just a huge set of small networks, that are all interconnected. Every network is made of computers (or can include
sub-networks). For example, your home computers, connected to your
router, are part of a Local Area Network (subnetwork) and your LAN
together with your neighbours’ LAN constitute a network of LANs..
And so on until we have the internet.
The important point is that every computer can easily communicate
to other computers belonging to its own network (he just needs an
ethernet connection.. a switch for example!) but to talk to computers
situated out of it, it needs a wonder-machine called gateway. Your
router is the gateway (the big passage door). If you don’t use a router
but have an old modem, then your modem is the gateway!
Every computer has a unique address identifying it in the huge internet
network and a more humble address identifying it in its smaller network.
Let’s call your computer “A”. In order to connect to a computer that
we call “B”, A needs to know whether B resides in the same network
(communication is easy) or resides out of it (need to ask the router to
route the message)! Computers do that using netmasks.
• NIC - Network Interface Controller: also known as Network Interface Card, is simply your network card, the little piece of hardware
that implements the circuitry necessary to communicate with a certain
protocol, like Ethernet or WiFi.
• IP address: Jon Postel said about the IP address “A name indicates
what we seek. An address indicates where it is. A route indicates how
to get there.”
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The IP address (Internet Protocol address) identifies a machine on
a network. When the first networks were created, the problem of
uniquely identifying a machine arose. If 2 machines with the same
IP were present in a network, what would happen if you’d try to telnet
one of them? What happens is called “IP conflict”. IP addresses were
created accordingly, so when you are connected to the internet, you
have an IP address that is unique in the world and there’s an organization (called ICANN) who cares about distributing them carefully.
Those addresses are also called public addresses and your friend living
in Mother Russia will connect to your computer via ssh by entering
your public IP address.
Of course, if you have a little private network, like a pile of machines
in a cluster, you don’t need to ask for an IP to anyone: you are the
admin, you choose what IPs you like, just they still must be unique in
your little network! That’s why some ranges of IPs were reserved for
“internal use”. Those addresses are:
From:
To:
10.0.0.1
10.255.255.254
172.16.0.1 172.31.255.254
192.168.0.1 192.168.255.254
Also, the address 127.0.0.1 is by default the localhost, that is the machine you are sitting at. Note that the very first and the very last
addresses (such as 172.16.0.0 and 172.16.255.255 are reserved! The
first represents the network itself, while the second is called “broadcast
address”.
OK, but.. what if you are part of a LAN that is connected to internet?
Simply, you are having at least 3 IP addresses!!
i The first (the obvious one) is 127.0.0.1, the localhost..
ii The second is a private IP, that is valid only inside your network.
It’s something like 192.168.X.X, a number that as previously said
is within a reserved range. If you belong to a LAN and try to
telnet the IP 192.168.1.33, this will work only if there’s a machine
with that IP in your LAN!
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iii The third is the public IP, that everyone in the outer network
(that is, in the INTERNET) can use to identify your computer.
• DHCP: every time you connect to the net, an IP is assigned you by
your Internet Service Provider (ISP). Your ISP have bought a lot of IPs
that he can redistribute to its users when they connect. If you want to
have a static IP address, you must pay for it and ask your ISP for a
specific contract!
Of course, if you have an “inner” network, made of computers in a
cluster for example, you are the chief of the whole network and can
assign whatever (private) static ip you like!
• Subnet Mask: also known as netmask. This is a key point, so pay
attention! Read first the point Internet and Gateway.
The internet is a collection of a huge number of small networks connected together. Say your computer is “A” and you want to send messages to the computer “B”. Suppose that B is located into the same
local network as your computer (it might be your brother’s laptop in
the living room). What would be better: searching for the recipient B
of the message in the whole set of possible IP addresses in every possible network ever OR knowing that B is inside your LAN and acting
accordingly?
Netmasks have been introduced for this purpose: reducing network
traffic by facilitating the reach of hosts in the same network.
A netmask is an operator that applied to a some IPs return the same
value if those IPs belong to the same network! To understand how
netmasks work we must think in base-2 number system. Say the IP
address of the message sender A is 73.44.128.2 and the LAN netmask
is 255.255.255.0 Let’s first translate each number in the IP address in
binary system:
73.44.128.2

->

01001001.00101100.10000000.00000010

A netmask (aka subnet mask) is a series of 4 numbers shown in decimal
number system, like IP address. Say our subnet mask is 255.255.255.0...
Let’s translate into base-2 system:
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255.255.255.0

->

11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000

Now, what a mask does is hiding something.. or at least filtering/modifying
the appearance! You must overlap the mask with the IP address: the
ones keep the IP bit unaltered, the zeros kill the IP bit. What we are
doing is multiplying every single bit of the IP with the corresponding
bit of the netmask.. or equivalently operating an AND logical.
01001001.00101100.10000000.00000010 bitXbit
11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000
=
--------------------------------------------01001001.00101100.10000000.00000000

Let’s now translate the resulting number:
01001001
00101100
10000000
00000000

->
->
->
->

73
33
128
0

And here we found our network address: 73.33.128.0
By using netmasks, the gateway can understand if the sender A and
the recipient B have the same network address and hence if they are in
the same network! In this case there is no need to pass the message to
the outer world: the router acts as a switch.
Every network has its netmask. Of course, they aren’t always as easy as
255.255.255.0! If you know the netmask, you can know the maximum
number of computers supported in the network! In spite of your LAN
netmask, that is given by your Internet Service Provider, when you
build a CLUSTER you can choose the IP addresses you want and also
the netmask you like!
• Name Resolution: the name resolution is any process that transforms an IP address to a more human-readable name. Say you want to
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connect to the well known search engine: www.google.com, would you
prefer typing in the browser “www.google.com” or “216.58.210.196”?
When you type a name in place of an IP address, your computer looks
at a database of addresses, that may simply be a plain text file, like
the famous /etc/hosts file! To do that, UNIX-like systems use a facility
called Name Service Switch.
• NSS - Name Service Switch: in UNIX-like operating systems,
there’s a facility called Name Service Switch that tells the computer
where he can find databases (resources) for name resolution mechanisms.
....... Whaaaaaat?!??!?
Simply, there’s a renowned file, that is /etc/nsswitch.conf that does
the job. The file is something like that:
# /etc/nsswitch.conf
#
# [...]
passwd:
group:
shadow:

compat
compat
compat

hosts:
networks:

files mdns4_minimal [NOTFOUND=return] dns mdns4
files

protocols:
services:
ethers:
rpc:

db
db
db
db

netgroup:

nis

files
files
files
files

Let’s look at the hosts line: we can see that in order to establish a
hostname to IP equivalence, first of all some files are checked, then also
DNS servers are checked. DNS servers are online lists of hostnames-toIP equivalences, like for example:
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216.58.210.196
66.211.181.181
XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX

www.google.com
www.ebay.it
www.and-so-on.org

What files are checked? There’s a file called /etc/hosts, whose notoriety is wide, that one can modify to add some hostnames and their IP
address.
NOTE THAT since the word files comes before the word dns, the
/etc/hosts file is more important! You could add in this file the line:
192.168.1.1

www.google.com

and then try to browse for www.google.com into your browser.... you’ll
end up to your modem / router page!!!
• DNS - Domain Name System: the Domain Name System is a distributed database made of servers (called DNS servers). When connected to the internet, your computer automatically connects to a
specified DNS server that stores a list of equivalences hostnames-toIPs. Those servers’ addresses may be indicated by your Internet Service Provider, or you could choose to set them by hand editing the
/etc/resolv.conf file.
As already said, this way you type in the browser the human-friendly
name www.aero.polimi.it and the effect will be connecting to the relative IP! It would be such a pain remembering the IPs of our favorite
websites.. DNS is basically just a distributed and huge /etc/hosts file!
• ISP - Internet Service Provider: the ISP is simply the company
that provides your internet connection. Here in Italy the most widely
present ISPs are TelecomItalia and Fastweb for example.
• DSL and ADSL: Digital Subscriber Line, or Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line. The term DSL designates a family of technologies that
let digital data to be transmitted through the telephone cable. ADSL
is simply a new technology that lets us do that. The optical fiber is a
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newer technology that let us transmit data not exploiting the telephone
line, but with a different medium..
...That’s it. No rocket science here.
• Ethernet: the word Ethernet refers to a technology that let two devices talk. From a naive point of view we can see Ethernet as a technology based on two points:
i) giving a unique address to every piece of networking hardware,
called Ethernet address or MAC address, or even Hardware address
ii) defining the grammar of the sent packages.
For those who understand: Ethernet covers physical and data-link layers of the ISO-OSI model. Here’s a scheme for the structure of an
Ethernet frame (packet):

In the beginning ethernet technology used coaxial cables. Today’s cables we are used to adopt RJ45 connectors. So, remember: “Ethernet”
6= “cable”.
Network cards are usually Ethernet network cards: this means that
they communicate with your modem/router via Ethernet protocol.
• PPP and PPPoE: PPP refers to the so called “Point-to-Point Protocol”, that is a communication protocol once used to connect to the
internet via telephone modem. Such a connection typically requires
authentication: telephone number, username, password..
The linux tool to configure a PPP connection was pppconfig
PPPoE is the Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet, a protocol widely
used by todays modems / routers. This protocol came out with the
adoption of the DSL. This protocol encapsulates PPP frames into Ethernet frames, so that your Ethernet router can send data required for
dial-up (username, password etc etc) through an Eternet interface!
The linux tool to configure a PPPoE connection is pppoeconf.
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• TCP/IP: in the 70s DARPA financed some institutions to create a
suite of protocols to connect heterogeneous computers in a network.
Today’s internet is mainly based on those protocols! This suite contained inter alia two famous protocols called TCP and IP, hence the
name TCP/IP. The IP protocol establish the unique name of a system
on internet and the TCP manages the flux of information between two
nodes.
So.. TCP/IP = the-whole-set-of-internet-protocols.
• MAC address: also known as Hardware address. This number appears in the output of ifconfig, and is simply an identifier 48-bit long
that every network card stores in a little Read Only Memory.
For example, ifconfig says for my eth0 interface:
HWaddr 5c:ff:35:0f:57:ca

20.3

/etc/network/interfaces

This file allows us to configure network interfaces, whether they are physical
(such as eth0 or wlan0) or virtual (ppp, bridges etc).
Whether you installed your Debian system with or without your ethernet
cable plugged, a network/interfaces file should already have been created and
should contain lines for lo and some lines for eth0 if your computer has an
ethernet card. Lines for wlan0 may be present if a wireless card was detected.
Also, if you have run pppoeconf to configure an internet connection, the
.../interfaces file will be modified and you’ll find some lines automatically
appended. That is ‘cause the system creates a virtual interface called ppp,
that is treated almost as any other interface!
Example: usb wireless adapter
How does a usb wireless stick behave? How do we approach the problem?
Ethernet Network Interface Cards installed to your system are typically
correctly configured during the installation phase of your system. Wireless
NICs are sometimes correctly configured during the installation phase. But
what if your friend gave you an external usb wireless stick as your birthday‘s
gift? How do you configure it? I will just give a couple of hints..
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From a conceptual perspective, the problem is pretty simple: the usb
wireless adapter is simply a NIC talking through the USB bus and will
behave exactly as other Network Interfaces!
While working with wireless, a useful command is:
$ sudo iwconfig
If your wireless usb stick have been automatically recognized, then
you’ll see it. If it hasn’t, first of all you should know something more
about the usb stick:
$ lsusb
Also, try to run:
$ dmesg
Or maybe:
$ dmesg | grep wifi
This will show you the kernel’s answer to your plugging in the stick. A
possible answer will look like:
[14500.041905] usb 2-1.2: firmware:
agent loaded rtlwifi/rtl8192cufw.bin into memory
but of course, if you haven’t installed the firmware yet, you will see
some error like “rtl8292cu not found”, or so.. Download the necessary
firmware (rtl8192cu) from the internet (maybe apt-get can help you!): the
next time you will plug in the stick, both dmesg will give you a more
optimistic answer and iwconfig will output a new interface called maybe
wlan1!
Now, you can use /etc/network/interfaces to configure wlan1
too, or you could use some other graphical tool like network-manager or
wicd.
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What can I do with .../interfaces file?
One can set the network interface eth0 to be brought up at boot time, by
putting a line auto eth0.. You can also set your interface to have a fixed
“local IP address” (static IP) or if you want that every time you connect to
the modem / router / switch you will be given a different IP (DHCP), you
can set that too..
See man interfaces for more info!
Basic settings for ethernet card with dhcp:
auto eth0
allow-hotplug eth0
iface eth0 inet dhcp
For clustering purposes, we want a static IP and thus set the following
to every node:
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.1.1
netmask 255.255.255.0
#
gateway 192.0.2.254 # Questo credo sia opzionale
#
e poi io metterei 192.168.1.1
Oh, yes of course, the IP address must change from one machine to the
other! ;)

20.4

Connecting within a graphical environment

A couple of words and a little tale about internet connection within graphical
environments..
Under graphical environments there are several programs that can let you
set an internet connection. Two of them are wicd or network-manager.
You can apt-get install wicd and run it as wicd-client.
If you can’t connect using pppoeconf and you have a graphical environment you might have more luck using one of those graphical programs.
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Discovering the DNS - weird situation: “can ping but not browse”
Today I was at my girl’s house and since she felt asleep, I plugged
a RJ45 cable to the router to connect to my favorite web-site that is
www.aero.polimi.it. I could connect to the modem with wicd but not
browse with any browser! Running ping www.google.com showed connection was ok, but the browser wouldn’t connect at all.. So, after a little
googling I tried to insert into the browser URL bar the website IP address
and it worked! Hence, the problem was in the DNS..
To fix, it was sufficient to connect to the modem via-browser, at the
usual address 192.168.1.1, finding out that it had two DNS servers set and
copying those IPs into wicd connection preferences.
Just, one question is left: how could ping resolve addresses if the browser
couldn’t? Basically, it’s because ping works on another port!
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21

The chief is YOU - System Administration

This chapter is about some useful tools I’ve learned and don’t want to forget.
These are basic tools, but will bring the Linux knowledge to a little higher
level, so I hope you appreciate them. Some of them can be useful in letting
your cluster behave as you wish, others may be useful in other situations..

21.1

bash scripting

Do you want to command your system? Then you definitely have to learn a
little bash scripting language! I suggest to take a look at the chapter “UNIX
shells” if you haven’t yet. Of course, this is just a quick introduction! Let’s
start..
The bash programming (scripting) language is similar to many programming languages. First of all let’s make a little practice with variables and
stuff. Open a terminal and type (let me omit the “$” sign):
month=12
This will create a variable called month and assign it the value of 12. Now
type:
echo month
echo $month
As you can see in the first case, echo returns what you have written after
it, while in the second case it returns the value of the month variable. So:
to pass a variable to a function you must use the $ symbol.
You can write scripts in the terminal (that acts like python interpreter for
those who know it!) but it’s quite a pain cause if you get wrong somewhere
you have to rewrite again from the beginning.. So, it’s better to write scripts
in a file. Here’s a reference example:

1

#!/bin/bash
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

# This is a comment.
clear # clears the console
# Initializing some variables
xmas_month=12
xmas_day=25
# Saving actual date into variable
today_month=$(date +%m)
today_day=$(date +%d)
# This is no use, just outputs the variable value
echo $today_month
echo $today_day
echo $xmas_month
echo $xmas_day
# Performing a check:
if [ "$today_month" = "$xmas_month" ]; then
if [ "$today_day" -lt "$xmas_day" ]; then
echo ’Xmas is near, my friend’
elif [ "$today_day" = "$xmas_day" ]; then
echo ’================================’
echo ’
MERRY XMAS’
echo ’================================’
elif [ "$today_day" -gt "$xmas_day" ]; then
echo ’Now stop eating cookies’
fi
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40 fi

Save the file and give it file execution privileges (so the computer knows
you can execute it) by running:
$ chmod +x xmas script.sh
Run it:
$ ./xmas script.sh
It will probably output nothing, unless you are on december! Let’s see
what it does..
• line 1: sets the shell to execute it as bash. You have to put this line at
the beginning. Dashed lines are comments, except this one!
• line 8: from here we define some variables. It’s straightforward: variable=value,
but notice there are no spaces!
• line 12: in order to save the output of a command to a variable, you
write: variable=$(command you like). For example, if you want
to save to a variable the list of the jpg files you have in a folder:
ls output=$(ls | grep .jpg) The command date +%d returns the
current day and date +%m the month.
• line 22: at line 22 an if statement is opened. The first if checks whether
the value stored in today month is the same as xmas month, that is if
it’s December. Pay attention to the syntax, especially to the spaces!
• line 24: this if statement checks if $today day is less than (-lt) the
value $xmas day.
• line 34: the same as 24, but with a greater than (-gt) check.
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Example: no more out-of-battery shutdowns!
This is an example code I’ve written and placed in crontab that tells me
when the battery of my laptop is dangerously reaching low levels. Placing
it in a folder of your PATH (such as /usr/bin) will let the shell execute it
without specifying the complete path.
The script calls the commands:
• upower -d: utility that outputs the battery state
• feh: image processing from terminal
• espeak: text reading utility
#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#

===============================================
This script reads the ’upower -d’ output and
warns the user if battery life is smaller than
$time_min minutes.
===============================================

# set this as you like
time_min=10 # [minutes]
# reading upower -d output
output_upow=$(upower -d | grep "time to empty:")
# decomposing the output into an array
arrayanswer=($output_upow)
# If the power cable is plugged the answer have null length:
# no check to be performed, otherwise extracts values from
# the answer.
lungh=${#arrayanswer[@]}
if [ "$lungh" -lt "2" ]; then
exit
else
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time_left=${arrayanswer[3]}
time_dim=${arrayanswer[4]}
fi
# checking if under the threshold
if [ "$time_dim" = "minutes" ]; then
# comparing two floating point values: need the bc calculator
am_i_in_danger=$(echo "$time_left<$time_min" | bc)
if [ "$am_i_in_danger" = "1" ]; then
# exporting display
export DISPLAY=:0
# showing alert image and save PID into variable feh_id
feh -x --fullscreen /usr/lib/batteryfiles/attention.jpg
feh_id=$!
# fembot!
echo "Attention. Battery level low." $time_left \
"minutes left." | espeak -ven-us+f3
# now closing the feh process
kill $feh_id
fi
fi
Also,
you need an image (that I have placed in
/usr/.../attention.jpg), you can replace it with whatever image
you like. Yes, of course, the voice that warns me is not the standard
female +f3, instead it’s a robotic female voice!
Does this miswork? Do your system spells decimal numbers using a comma in place of a point?
You can do something like:
point number=$(echo comma number | sed s/,/./ ) Take a look at the
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paragraph “VIP: Very Important Paramountilites”

21.2

PATH

Have you ever written a program in a compiled language? If so you know
that after compiling the code, you run it as:
$ ./my program
if it’s placed in the working directory, or equivalently:
$ /path/to/my program
The same happens to shell scripts. So, how do you manage to call programs and scripts by simply calling their name?? We want to run “my program”
in place of “./my program”.
By executing a command (“my program” for example), the bash searches
for programs or scripts placed in some locations, looking for a file called
“my program”. Those locations are stored in the PATH variable. Type (the
first “$” stands for shell.. don’t pay attention to it):
$ $PATH
you’ll be returned a list of folders, separated by “:”
So, what you want to do is whether copying your script or program into
one of those folders, or create a folder with your own binary and add it to
the PATH variable! The second choice redirects to another question: how
do I set the PATH variable? One could modify the variable in each terminal
every single time.. Fortunately there’s another way: as already said, at
startup some files are read (see chapter “UNIX shells”). One of those is the
.profile file, located in the user’s home directory. You can append a line
in the end of that file:
PATH="path/to/your/folder:$PATH"
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This will create a variable PATH storing first of all the string “path/to/your/folder”
and then the content of the old PATH variable, separated by a “:” sign.

21.3

Specify library version for compiling programs

This section is mainly a memo for myself. During normal administration
operations it may occur that you have to install multiple versions of the
same library on your computer. For example, compiling certain programs
may require a specific version the library (say libpng). Of course, removing
any library different than the one you need right now is not a big deal.
The key is specifying to the compiler which library you want to link.
• If you are the author of the code, it won’t be hard for you to specify
the right version in the Makefile,
• if you are compiling a program made by someone else (with possibly a huge and complicated Makefile), the key probably lies in the
./configure step. Typing ./configure --help may show you some
possibilities, and you could be told the way to specify where to pick a
certain library!
Here’s an example.
One day, I was compiling POVray, an open source ray tracing software.
POVray required a version of the library libpng upper than 1.2 (also called
v12), so I installed from source libpng v16 (that is 1.6). Compiling POVray
with tt ./configure and then make resulted in an error saying “this option
is not present in libpng12”. I installed libpng16 but the compiler was
linking libpng12.. I said to myself: “No problem, let’s remove the installed
libpng12!” That turned out to be a bad choice.
sudo apt-get remove libpng12
Removing XXXXX MB of archives? Yes....
DOH!!!!
Uninstalling libpng12 also removed a lot of dependencies: Octave, firefox, texmaker, ristretto, feh, viking and many other programs were gone!!
Ok, we now agree that removing libraries in such a naive way is not the
best thing ever.. How do we proceed?
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A quick glance at ./configure --help showed an option to specify
the desired location for libpng. By calling sudo ldconfig -p | grep
"libpng", I was shown where libpng16 was and then all the rest was executing: ./configure --with-location=DIR-FOR-LIBPNG, or so!
Ok, I’ve depicted myself as a little Superman, but actually it took me
two hours to find this out. Prrrrrr

21.4

VIP: Very Important Paramountilities

By using the so called licenza poetica, we’ll refer to Paramountilities as to
Paramount Utilities. I thing you’ve got it: don’t forget them, these are really
useful!
> grep <
The grep utility “prints lines matching a pattern”. Refer to the manual for
a deep explanation. A simple usage is: you have a huge output, such as the
output of lspci command, and you are interested only in some lines.. Another
scenario is analyzing a file! One typically passes an input to grep via pipeline.
Try:
$ sudo ifconfig | grep "inet addr"

> sed <
Sed is a Stream EDitor. It lets you do many things in stream manipulation
field.. the easiest of whom is substituting two words in a phrase! Try:
$ echo "What I like best is pizza, of course." | /
sed s/pizza/reading/

> bc <
Since the bash can do only integer operations, you may need a simple command line calculator.. bc is an old old system utility that could help you! In
paragraph “bash scripting” I’ve used bc to evaluate a floating point expression: echo "$time left<$time min" | bc
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Something more on the sudoers file

This small chapter explains a little the syntax of the sudoers file. You can find
this file in /etc/sudoers and have to edit it in order to set user permissions
on using the sudo utility.
username ALL=(ALL) ALL
What does it mean?? The manual states: “SUDO allows a user to execute
commands as the superuser or another user, as specified in the sudoers file”
Let’s say on a machine we have the users JoanJett, JackTheRipper, PeterPan and root of course! Suppose the sudoers file contains the following
line:
JoanJett ALL=(ALL) ALL

• The first ALL is the list of hostnames on which JoanJett can run commands. Usually the user runs commands on it’s own machine (on
localhost), so just type “ALL”..
• The round-bracketed ALL means that JoanJett can run commands as
if she was ANY other user! She can execute commands as root, for
example:
JoanJett@computer:~$ sudo apt-get install freefem++

or she can execute command as if she was PeterPan:
JoanJett@computer:~$ sudo -u PeterPan echo "seems
like I’m Peter Pan.."
Of course we usually use sudo to run commands as superuser, and not
as Peter Pan..
between the brackets you may find:
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JoanJett ALL=(ALL:ALL) ALL
from the sudoers manual you can understand that ALL:ALL means
something like: JoanJett can act as any user AND/OR as belonging to
any group.
• The last ALL is the list of commands that JoanJett can run.
Note that after the username I’ve inserted a tab. To know more about
the meaning of what you are doing just type
$ man sudo
$ man sudoers
Names preceeded by percentage symbol are groups: %sudo is a group!
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23
23.1

Various Debian Useful Settings
Enabling Auto-Login

While for an everyday computer usage, automatic logging-in is typically undesirable and not elegant at all (too much Microsoft-style..), you might like
to enable it, for you can then automatically run processes and so on! Doing
that requires editing the file /etc/inittab. Under Ubuntu this step is not
going to work, since I’ve seen that inittab is not in the usual location (and
guess there isn’t at all).
Take a look at chapter 17 “From BIOS to Init” to understand what we
are doing! First of all open an editor:
$ sudo nano /etc/inittab
Then locate the lines:
1:2345:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty1
2:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty2
3:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty3
4:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty4
5:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty5
6:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty6
You should find them near the end of the file. Every line opens (and
respawns, that is opens again if someone closes it) a certain tty terminal. To
enable auto login to tty2 for example, modify the second line as follows:
2:23:respawn:/sbin/getty -a clusterman 38400 tty2
Note that this will be effective only in runlevels 2 and 3.. Again, take a
look at from BIOS to init chapter if you don’t know what I’m talking about!

23.2

Installing a Graphical Interface

While installing the operating system on the master node you probably need
a graphical environent.. Let’s first remark that there’s a difference between
what are called “Desktop Environments” and “Window Managers’.
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Desktop environments are what we are used to think a graphical interface
should look like. They have many features, they autodetect USB sticks, make
windows pop up to tell you: “Hey, Ive mounted it for you!”, they are full of
icons etc etc.. Gnome, KDE and xfce for example are Desktop Environments.
Window Managers are something way simpler and thus much more sexy if
you are a minimalism maniac. They just let you work with windows; little or
no useless tools.. nor even you have icons on the desktop tipically! Fluxbox,
Openbox and Blacbox are three of them, but there are many more. The best
part is that they require very small RAM usage! Fluxbox needs something
like 3kB RAM, Openbox and Blackbox need less!
$ sudo apt-get install fluxbox xdm xorg
and it should work by itself! You can start anytime xdm, the default X
display manader, from command line with:
$ sudo xdm
but right after boot it should start autonomously.
What if the graphical interface doesn’t start on its own?
As far as I know, there are 2 ways to set the automatical start of the
login manager: one is working with the shell configuration and the other is
through inittab.
The second way consists in modifying the file /etc/inittab, that stores
the init sequence and change the default runlevel to 5. You should also add
somewhere a line like “x:5:respawn:xdm” or something like that...
Oh, yes, of course there’s a 3rd way: install a graphical interface from the
operating system installation phase!
Changing the display manager You may want to install other display
managers, maybe XDM is too much no-frills for you, or you might like to
choose between various desktop environments at startup! Just install the display manager you like and then edit the configuration file /etc/X11/defaultdisplay-manager to set what you prefer!
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23.3

Audio stuff

If the audio was not enabled automatically during the installation, install
alsa
$ sudo apt-get install alsa-base
Then run alsamixer and pump up the volume, brother!!!
DISABLING THE ANNOYING SYSTEM BELL
Well... I really hate those beeps, cause when you are working on a laptop,
they come from speakers and not from an internal buzzer.. it means that
when you’re listening to music, the beep stops the lovely hard rock just to
say “beeeeeep”! Don’t you think it’s intolerable??
Follow two steps:
1. edit the file /etc/inputrc and uncomment the line:
set bell-style none
then in any new terminal the tab-completion won’t bell anymore. tty1,
tty2, tty(..) will shut up and also terminal emulators (gnome terminal,
xterm etc etc)
2. also Xorg has bell settings.. To see them type:
$ xset q
and you should find in the output somethink like:
bell percent:

50

bell pitch:

400

bell duration:

to be more wise you could just type (see the chapter UNIX SHELLS
to know a little more about the operator “|”):
$ xset q | grep bell
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Then as you see the bell is set to an unacceptable value of 50% Edit
the file ∼/.bashrc and append the code:
if [ -n "\$DISPLAY" ]; then
xset b off
fi
When bash is started, this command is executed. This reads: if(some
condition that I don’t know exactly but refers to the selected std output) then execute the command “xset b off” that shuts down the annoying bell
Then reboot xorg.. or the whole system for changes to take effect. To
understand what you have done by modifying the /etc/inputrc and
.bashrc, read the chapter UNIX SHELLS!!

23.4

Miscellaneous Software

Just a few programs that might be useful..
• w3m command line to to browse the net. Tipically installed by default
on Debian.
• mplayer and vlc music music music music music!!!!
• epdfview or mupdf
• gcc, g++, gfortran, make etc.. you can install the build-essential
package that provides the necessary software to create debian package
(compilers and much more..)
• gwake that is a drop down terminal emulator, scrolling down from the
top of the screen when you press F12
• redshift havn’t tried it yet, it’s a software that gradually shifts the
color of the screen to red as the evening approaches, to relax your eyes.
My friend uses and likes it! If you havn’t installed gnome this software
could require some settings, since it needs the locale etc
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• octave scripting language interpreter.. you can do wonders with it!
• FreeFem++ Simple and yet powerful method to solve a variational
formulation with FEM
• paraview Striking post processing tool
• plotmtv A useful and simple tool to plot 2D and 3D graphics. You
can find it on the packages.debian website on the good old Lenny (or
was it Woodie?) archives.
• etc etc etc
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24

Routing

This is a quick introduction to routing. What routing means have little
importance as long as you work with a single-NIC computer, but as soon as
you need something more complicated and come up with the idea of placing
another NIC on your machine you’ll start cursing unless you know something
about it! Roughly, routing means specifying which addresses you want
to reach with which a certain interface. This way, the system knows
where to send everything.
Let’s say we have a Linux system with two NICs, that are called by
the system eth0 and eth1. Let’s say that we want to connect to a router
providing internet connection with eth0 and connect eth1 to another router
(or switch) for our LAN. Probably, by default eth0 will be set as default
route: it means that the traffic from our LAN will correctly enter eth1, but
the system will output by default the return traffic from eth0!
Imagine to ping the server computer on the interface eth1: the ping will
arrive, but the response will be shipped via the default route, that is eth0!
What a mess... The final goal of a correct routing setting is to route
traffic incoming into an interface to exit from the same interface.
Fortunately, by setting interfaces with different IP addresses, routing
should already be correctly set by the Kernel!

Figure 5: Example of wrong routing: a client pings the eth1 interface, but the
answer is sent through eth0
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Routing is regulated by the Kernel with the so called IP routing tables. To
both see and modify the routing table, there are two commands: route and
ip route. The first one is old, but it works nonetheless.
You can take a loot at the Kernel’s routing table by running:
# netstat -r
or equivalently:
# route
The routing table can be modified by editing the /etc/network/interfaces
file. Let me show you the routing table (output of # netstat -r) automatically generated, resulting from a basic /etc/network/interfaces file:
Routing table is:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
default
192.168.1.1
192.168.0.0
*
192.168.1.0
*

Genmask
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0

Flags
UG
U
U

MSS
0
0
0

Window
0
0
0

And the /etc/network/interfaces file is:
# the loopback interface
auto lo
iface lo inet loopback
# Internet connection interface: eth3
auto eth3
allow-hotplug eth3
iface eth3 inet dhcp
auto dsl-provider
iface dsl-provider inet ppp
pre-up /bin/ip link set eth3 up # line maintained by pppoeconf
provider dsl-provider
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irtt
0
0
0

Iface
eth3
eth0
eth3

# Cluster Network: eth0
auto eth0
allow-hotplug eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 192.168.0.1
netmask 255.255.255.0
What does the routing table mean??
Roughly, what routing table says is that some networks are reached
through certain interfaces. Take a look again at the table and keep reading:
Kernel IP routing table
Destination
Gateway
default
192.168.1.1
192.168.0.0
*
192.168.1.0
*

Genmask
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.0
255.255.255.0

Flags
UG
U
U

MSS
0
0
0

Window
0
0
0

We can read it this way:
• We want that the 192.168.0.0 network is reached through eth0 (that
is the second line)
• We want that network 192.168.1.0 is reached through eth3 (third
line). That is necessary, since the router belongs to that network!!
• We want that every possible network (0.0.0.0 and default mean the
same) is reached through eth3 passing through a gateway whose IP is
192.168.1.1
That’s it!!!
Destination is the network for which we want to set a route. These are
networks and accordingly the last number of the IP is zero
Gateway: routing tables are made to set the path of a package from a
source (for example a packet in a LAN) to a recipient (that may belong
to a very far away and different LAN). Different networks are connected
via gateways, that’s why you must provide gateways addresses. In our
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irtt
0
0
0

Iface
eth3
eth0
eth3

case, the NIC called eth3 from whom internet traffic transits needs a
gateway (the Router!) to connect to an outer network: accordingly a
gateway IP is given.
The network 192.168.0.0 on the other hand, needs no gateway since
it’s a closed and self consistent LAN. No gateway is set for this route.
Genmask is a netmask for the destination network. See the Networking
chapter of this guide if you don’t know what a netmask is.
Flags have the following mean: U means the route is UP G means a gateway
have been set and thus used
the rest: don’t care about the rest..
What is the default route here? The default route is a route to be
followed when no other route for the destination is found in the routing table.
The destination network called default is exactly like saying 0.0.0.0. Note
that the netmask too (for the default entry) is 0.0.0.0: this says “any IP is
ok for me!”
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Building a Kernel

I’m going to talk about the Kernel now and see how one can compile it from
source in order to implement some of its features.
The first step is downloading a Linux Kernel from www.kernel.org,
maybe the last version if you like, uncompress it into a folder and waste
half an hour by browsing into the files. Seriously, it’s important to have an
idea of what is inside!

25.1

About the Kernel

What is the Kernel? Let’s say we don’t want to use a GNU/Linux distribution, nor Windows, not even any other existing operating system. Imagine
you want to build your own OS. Our first OS may be a simple program that
will be launched by a bootloader and simply show to the screen a “Hello,
World!” message.
While making our OS more and more complex, we’ll add more and more
functionalities and the OS will interact more and more with the computer’s
hardware. Probably, we’ll tend to split the OS subprograms in two categories:
i) some programs will manage hardware at a low level (initializing ports,
registers, implementing protocols and so on)
ii) some other programs will be more “high level”, they will base upon the
low level ones and provide more complex capabilities (such as an internet
messaging program for example!)
In GNU/Linux systems the first of those levels is the Linux Kernel, while
the second one is a system based on software that was born in the GNU
project (the various so-called “linux distributions”). The merging of the two
levels gives rise to the GNU/Linux system.
So, what a kernel does is providing a high level interface over the hardware.
The Linux Kernel have many capabilities that our cluster’s diskless nodes
do not need. Think to hard disk support, CDROM or audio modules for
example! The best thing would be compiling the Kernel sources by adding
only what is strictly necessary for our clustering needs, to obtain a lightweight
Kernel. Unfortunately that’s not so easy.. but we’ll manage to obtain a light
Kernel anyway.
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25.2

Where is the Kernel in my sistem?

Assuming you’re working on a GNU/Linux machine, your Kernel is composed
by four files:
• the Kernel image is usually called vmlinuz and is located in /boot
• the initrd - initial ramdisk (I’ll explain later what it is) is in /boot
too
• the System.map maps names to memory address and is in /boot
• the modules to be loaded are located in /lib/modules/kernel-number

25.3

Kernel booting phase: vmlinuz and initrd

Let’s take it back to the boot phase.
You’ve pressed the power-on button, the BIOS have done it’s job and now
the bootloader will load the Kernel image, typically called vmlinuz. The
Kernel image is created while building (compiling) the Kernel from source,
implementing features specified inside a configuration file.
The configuration file enables features and specify if they must be implemented into the Kernel as built-in or as external modules. Built-in features
are directly built into the Kernel image, while external modules are written
in the folder /lib/modules and are loaded subsequently.
In old Linux versions, the boot phase worked like this:
1. the bootloader was started
2. the bootloader loaded the Kernel
3. the Kernel initialized what it must and then loaded the complete filesystem
Every non built-in Kernel functionality, that is all the features compiled
as external modules, were not present into the vmlinuz and thus available
only after the complete filesystem was loaded. Since every machine have
different hardware components, this booting process inherently required an
ad-hoc Kernel compilation! (Example: in order to load hard disk partitions,
it was necessary that the corresponding modules were built-in!) Building a
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Kernel capable of working on every possible machine would indeed result into
an awfully heavy image, composed of a huge quantity of modules (much of
whom are not used).
Now, todays distros provide an already-built Kernel. How is that possible? Is it an overwhelmingly-fat built? Nope: the trick is initrd! Distros
like to compile the Kernel just as they like it, setting most of the modules as
external and then provide the Kernel image with their distro. Now, how can
this precompiled and small Kernel image work on every machine, if modules
are not built-in? When you’re installing your GNU/Linux distro, the process
creates a lightweight image comprising the modules needed by your machine
to boot! This small image is called initrd, standing for INITial Ram Disk.
Now, we can resume as follows:
i) the Kernel have been built (compiled) by your GNU/Linux distribution
team and many modules are external: it is not able to boot the main
file system because it needs some modules.
ii) while installing the Operating System, an initrd image is created, storing the modules needed by the Kernel to let your and your only hardware
work
iii) when you boot the computer, the Kernel is loaded, then the initrd is
loaded and finally the Kernel has the modules it needs to load the main
file system.
Let me quote a piece of the Kernel documentation of the ramdisk (available at kernel-path/Documentation/initrd.txt. It explains the booting
phases.

Operation
--------When using initrd, the system typically boots as follows:
1) the boot loader loads the kernel and the initial RAM disk
2) the kernel converts initrd into a "normal" RAM disk and
frees the memory used by initrd
3) if the root device is not /dev/ram0, the old (deprecated)
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4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)

change_root procedure is followed. see the "Obsolete root change
mechanism" section below.
root device is mounted. if it is /dev/ram0, the initrd image is
then mounted as root
/sbin/init is executed (this can be any valid executable, including
shell scripts; it is run with uid 0 and can do basically everything
init can do).
init mounts the "real" root file system
init places the root file system at the root directory using the
pivot_root system call
init execs the /sbin/init on the new root filesystem, performing
the usual boot sequence
the initrd file system is removed

Note that changing the root directory does not involve unmounting it.
It is therefore possible to leave processes running on initrd during that
procedure. Also note that file systems mounted under initrd continue to
be accessible.

25.4

Building the Kernel

OK, have you downloaded a Linux Kernel from www.kernel.org? If one
desires, it would be possible to install a Kernel alone, with no operating
system. This will provide a basic command line.. but it wouldn’t be of much
practical use.
In this section we’re going to compile a Linux Kernel for our current
working system.
Decompress the kernel into a folder. Let’s say we have downloaded the
file “linux-4.0.4”:
$ tar -xvJf linux-4.0.4.tar.xz ./
$ cd linux-4.0.4
It doesn’t matter where we decompress it. Let’s do it in a folder inside the
home.
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Let’s now install the following packages, that we need for configuring and
compiling the Kernel:
# apt-get install libncurses5-dev gcc make git
exuberant-ctags
It’s time to choose what our Kernel will be able to do. This step will
make the difference between a slim Kernel (a few MB) and a heavy dinosaur
(a couple of GB). Enabling features and setting as built-in or external modules is done via a .config file, to be places in the main compilation folder
( /linux-4.0.4 in my case). It’s a very long file and the Kernel have implemented some tools (actually, Makefile targets) to create or modify it. Those
tools allow to import and export .config files. Some of those are:
make config
make oldconfig
make defconfig
make menuconfig
make allyesconfig or allmodconfig or allnoconfig
make localyesconfig or localmodconfig
In the .config file, built-in features are marked as “y”, while external
modules are “m”. Features not to be included are simply omitted.
Now, we have two ways: we can modify an existing .config file and then
compile, OR we can create a new .config.
Modifying an existing .config file
On your machine, a copy of the .config file that was used to compile your
currently running Kernel may be found in /boot/config-currentkernelversion.
We may copy this file into the working folder and then modify it manually
(if you are good at it) or with a tool.
$ cp /boot/config-whatever-it-is .config
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One typically runs the command make oldconfig, that will adjourn the
(presumably older) config file and make it compatible to the (presumably
newer) Kernel version. Oldconfig will also start a long list of questions to
determine which new feature you want to add. This process creates a .config
file and we are now ready to start compiling.
Creating a brand-new .config file
One can create a .config file with no previous one, starting for example
from what is absolutely needed to run on the current machine. One then
have to run make localyesconfig to create a config file that enables what
is currently running on the in-use machine and then load this .config and
add features with make menuconfig. The last command will start a menubased tool (provided you’ve installed libncurses-dev as I told you!) that lets
you load a config, easily modify it (which modules to include, built-in or
external and so on) and save it.
Note that using localyesconfig results in a Kernel pretty lighter that
the default one!!
OK, you’re now ready to compile.
The nodes of our diskless cluster need the Kernel to be able to configure
it’s IP via DHCP at boot time. To achieve this, IP autoconfiguration and
DHCP support must be enabled and compiled built-in. Enable IP PNP
and IP PNP DHCP in the .config file, with the flag “y”, or use menuconfig
(I suggest it).
Alright, there we are! Once the .config is ready, it’s time to execute the
four building steps:
i) compiling the Kernel image
ii) compiling modules
iii) installing modules (the folder /lib/modules/kernel-version is created)
iv) install the Kernel
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$
$
#
#

make
make modules
make modules install
make install

The first and second installation phases will take a while.. It’s possible to
parallelize the making process by running make -j2, where “2” is the number
of processors we wish to use. After the installation the Kernel will be placed
in the right places (see a previous section) and Grub should automagically
notice it. Anyway, run:
# update-grub2
If the compiled Kernel should not work, start a previous working version
via the Grub menu.

25.5

Lightweight vs Heavyweight

A couple of un-ordered notes about the size of compiled Kernels. After
having compiled the 4.0.4 Kernel (previous sections) with make oldconfig,
the results are:
vmlinuz-4.0.4: 3 MB
initrd-4.0.4: 150 MB
/lib/modules/4.0.4: 2.3 GB
Of course, I must have done something wrong, since the original Kernel (the
one that came with Debian Jessie) is on my machine:
vmlinuz-3.16.0: 3 MB
initrd-3.16.0: 14 MB
/lib/modules/3.16.0: 160 MB
Waaaay better.. but what if we use the make localyesconfig option? I’ve
tried this on a 3.18.19 Kernel and the results are pretty:
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vmlinuz-3.18.19: 4.5 MB
initrd-3.18.19: 2.7 MB
/lib/modules/3.18.19: 764 KB (!!!)
So, if one wishes to build a lightweight Kernel, there are mainly three ways:
• start with the Kernel he wants and then exclude everything unnecessary
(for expert users)
• creating a Kernel based on local needed features, and maybe exclude
something more via menuconfig (ok for non-experts, but based on the
particular machine).
If you have different diskless nodes, you must make sure the hardware
is selected (boot in the node with a live CD and use lspci and lsusb to
know more about peripherals and devices)
• compiling a Kernel of the 2.4 family.
From 2.6 on, the Kernel gained a lot of weight: lightweight Linux distros
like DSL (Damn Small Linux) use a 2.4 Kernel. Brief comparison: the
uncompressed sources of the 2.4.0 Kernel are 100MB in size, while the
sources of the 4.0.4 are 9 GB!
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Light OS for slave nodes - DSL linux

There’s a quick and a little subtle way of having a light OS booted via PXE,
I’ve found it on some forum of the GNU/linux distribution DSL (Damn Small
Linux). Damn Small Linux is a live distro proud to be contained in a 50MB
image, so you might want to install SSH and MPI on it and save some time
configuring Debian! Not that I will *not* describe how to customize DSL for
our clustering needs.
Damn Small Linux is so small that someone invented a nice workaround
to make it being easily bootable via PXE for example: hiding it into the
initrd image! This is a kind of little hack since we’re not going to create
from zero an initrd that contains the filesystem and load it, but we’ll modify
the original initrd of the live CD and make it point to the right image to be
booted. I’ve found the instructions in an old post on a DSL foum and I’ll
copy and comment them here.
& Step 1: preliminaries
From the internet, get DSL4.4.10.iso and mount it into a folder:
$ mkdir dsl my folder
# mount -o loop dsl-4.4.10.iso

dsl my folder

After a little browsing, we can find three important things: the compressed image KNOPPIX/KNOPPIX (that is 49MB in size), the original initrd
minirt24.gz (size 300KB) and the kernel image linux24 (size 1MB). Just
as a reference: in previous versions, the kernel image was called vmlinuz24.
& Step 2: the original initrd
Let’s focus on the initrd. Copy it somewhere, gunzip it and then mount it
into a folder that we’ll call /mnt/initrd-dsl:
$
$
$
#
#

cp dsl my folder/boot/isolinux/minirt24 tmp folder/
cd tmp folder
gunzip minirt24
mkdir /mnt/initrd-dsl
mount -o loop ./minirt24 /mnt/initrd-dsl
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The initrd is simply a ext2 filesystem gzipped into a file. If you take a
look at the mounted initrd you’ll see the very common structure:
bin
boot

cdrom
dev

etc
KNOPPIX

lib
linuxrc

lost+found
mnt

modules
opt

proc
sbin

static
sys

tmp
usr

Some of those directories (namely bin, boot, lib, opt, usr) are actually symbolic links, pointing to /cdrom/KNOPPIX/bin, /cdrom/KNOPPIX/boot,
..., also much in the other folders are symbolic links to the cdrom from where
the OS will be loaded (and the filesystem thus completed).
& Step 3: make a new initrd
Let’s create a new initrd that will comprise the old initrd plus the KNOPPIX
system image. The sum of the two is approx 50MB in size, so I’ll create a
file that is just a little bigger for confidence. Create a file called initrd and
let’s fill it with zeros until it has a size of 80MB (bigger than 50MB..):
$ touch initrd
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=./initrd bs=1M count=80
Let’s make it a filesystem of type ext2 and let’s copy it into a directory
we’ll call /mnt/initrd-custom:
# mke2fs ./initrd
# mkdir /mnt/initrd-custom
# mount -o loop ./initrd /mnt/initrd-custom
Now copy the mounted initrd into the freshly created one. The option
-a preserves symbolic links, copies recursively and preserves ownerships.
# cp -a /mnt/initrd-dsl/* /mnt/initrd-custom

& Step 4: insert the KNOPPIX file into the initrd
As we have seen earlier in this chapter, the original initrd contains a lot of
links to the path /cdrom/KNOPPIX. This means that the system is going to
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search for the filesystem right there: we’re now putting the KNOPPIX image
right there! Yes, that’s a little dirty and cheating, but it does the job. Copy
the KNOPPIX system image (that we have found previously by mounting the
DSL.iso file) into the initrd:
# mkdir /mnt/initrd-custom/cdrom/KNOPPIX
# cp dsl my folder/KNOPPIX/KNOPPIX
/mnt/initrd-custom/cdrom/KNOPPIX

& Step 5: modify the linuxrc file
If you look at the mounted initrc, you’ll see a file called linuxrc. What
is it, what does that?? The linuxrc is an executable file that is a startup
script. The manual for initrd states:
5. If the executable file /linuxrc is present in the initial root filesystem, /linuxrc is executed with UID 0. (The file /linuxrc must
have executable permission. The file /linuxrc can be any valid exe
cutable, including a shell script.)
6. If /linuxrc is not executed or when /linuxrc terminates, the normal
root file system is mounted. (If /linuxrc exits with any file-sys
tems mounted on the initial root file-system, then the behavior of
the kernel is UNSPECIFIED. See the NOTES section for the current
kernel behavior.)

Take a quick read at the file, you’ll find some interesting things, among
which:
• the startup logo, to be modified, for sure! :)
• checks and configurations on USB devices
• checks and configurations on CDROM devices
• checks and configurations on the hard disk
• PATH definition (near the end of the file)
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Time to modify it. The lines to be added are copied from that famous
post on DSL forum I was talking about. You must locate the following lines
and insert lines with a “+”. This block of lines is located near the line 340 in
DSL-4-4-10 version, in the section where the script tries to find the CDROM:

test -n "$FOUND_SCSI" -a -z "$NOSCSI" && DEVICES="$DEVICES /dev/sd?[1-9] /dev/sd?
DEVICES="$DEVICES /dev/hd?[1-9] /dev/hd?[1-9][0-9]"
case "$CMDLINE" in *fromhd=/dev/*) DEVICES="$fromhd"; ;; esac
+ # Unset all devices if bootet from initrd
+ case "$CMDLINE" in *frominitrd*) DEVICES=""; ;; esac
for i in $DEVICES
do
echo -n "${CRE}${BLUE}Looking for CDROM in: ${MAGENTA}$i${NORMAL}
"
This other block is right after the previous one, and before the block “mount knoppix()”:
fi
done

+ # Look for KNOPPIX directory without mounting anything
+ case "$CMDLINE" in *frominitrd*)
+ if test -f /cdrom/$KNOPPIX_DIR/$KNOPPIX_NAME
+ then
+ echo -n "${CRE} ${GREEN}Accessing DSL image at ${MAGENTA}/cdrom/${KNOPPIX_DIR}/$
+ FOUND_KNOPPIX="initrd" ;
+ fi
+ ;;
+ esac
+
# Harddisk-installed script part version has been removed
# (KNOPPIX can be booted directly from HD now).

& Step 6: pack the finished initrd
This step unmounts and compresses the initrd.
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#
#
#
#

umount /mnt/initrd-custom
umount /mnt/initrd-dsl
mv initrd minirt24 # renaming..
gzip minirt24

& Step 7: cp the files in the tftpboot directory and configure
pxelinux
You must copy now the freshly created initrd and the previously extracted
linux24 into the /tftpboot directory (see chapter about pxe and tftp if
unsure about what it is). Since I’ve already talked about pxelinux, I’ll
simply paste here the configuration file to be used.

DEFAULT linux24
APPEND ramdisk_size=100000 init=/etc/init lang=us apm=power-off vga=789 initrd=min
TIMEOUT 300
PROMPT 0
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Part IV

GNU Free Documentation
License
GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
<http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
0. PREAMBLE
The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other
functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to
assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,
with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
for modifications made by others.
This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative
works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It
complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft
license designed for free software.
We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free
software, because free software needs free documentation: a free
program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals;
it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or
whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License
principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
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1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be
distributed under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a
world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that
work under the conditions stated herein. The "Document", below,
refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a
licensee, and is addressed as "you". You accept the license if you
copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
under copyright law.
A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the
Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with
modifications and/or translated into another language.
A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of
the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the
publishers or authors of the Document to the Document’s overall
subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall
directly within that overall subject. (Thus, if the Document is in
part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain
any mathematics.) The relationship could be a matter of historical
connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
them.
The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice
that says that the Document is released under this License. If a
section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
allowed to be designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero
Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant
Sections then there are none.
The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,
as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that
the Document is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may
be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.
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A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,
represented in a format whose specification is available to the
general public, that is suitable for revising the document
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of
pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available
drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or
for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file
format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart
or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
of text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".
Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain
ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML
or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple
HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of
transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats
include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by
proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or
processing tools are not generally available, and the
machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word
processors for output purposes only.
The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,
plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material
this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in
formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means
the text near the most prominent appearance of the work’s title,
preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of
the Document to the public.
A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose
title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following
text that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a
specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title"
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of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.
The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which
states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this
License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other
implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has
no effect on the meaning of this License.
2. VERBATIM COPYING
You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either
commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the
copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies
to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no
other conditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use
technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further
copying of the copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept
compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough
number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.
You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and
you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY
If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have
printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the
Document’s license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the
copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on
the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify
you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present
the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition.
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve
the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
as verbatim copying in other respects.
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If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit
reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent
pages.
If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering
more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent
copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
a computer-network location from which the general network-using
public has access to download using public-standard network protocols
a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.
If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,
when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure
that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated
location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that
edition to the public.
It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the
Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to
give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the
Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS
You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under
the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified
Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy
of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:
A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions
(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section
of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version
if the original publisher of that version gives permission.
B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities
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C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.

K.

L.

M.
N.

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),
unless they release you from this requirement.
State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
Modified Version, as the publisher.
Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.
Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications
adjacent to the other copyright notices.
Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice
giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the
terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections
and required Cover Texts given in the Document’s license notice.
Include an unaltered copy of this License.
Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add
to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If
there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one
stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as
given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified
Version as stated in the previous sentence.
Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for
public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise
the network locations given in the Document for previous versions
it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section.
You may omit a network location for a work that was published at
least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.
For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",
Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all
the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements
and/or dedications given therein.
Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,
unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers
or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.
Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section
may not be included in the Modified Version.
Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"
or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.
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O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.
If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material
copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all
of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the
list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version’s license notice.
These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.
You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains
nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various
parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has
been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a
standard.
You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a
passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list
of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or
through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already
includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or
by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,
you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit
permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.
The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License
give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or
imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS
You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified
versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the
Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its
license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.
The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and
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multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single
copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but
different contents, make the title of each such section unique by
adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original
author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.
Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.
In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"
in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled
"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",
and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections
Entitled "Endorsements".

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS
You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other
documents released under this License, and replace the individual
copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy
that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules
of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all
other respects.
You may extract a single document from such a collection, and
distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a
copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this
License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that
document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate
and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright
resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights
of the compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit.
When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not
apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
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derivative works of the Document.
If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
the entire aggregate, the Document’s Cover Texts may be placed on
covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.
Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION
Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may
distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.
Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special
permission from their copyright holders, but you may include
translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the
original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a
translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include
the original English version of this License and the original versions
of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between
the translation and the original version of this License or a notice
or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.
If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",
"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual
title.

9. TERMINATION
You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and
will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license
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from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,
unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally
terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder
fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to
60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does
not give you any rights to use it.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE
The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the
GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions
will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in
detail to address new problems or concerns. See
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.
Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.
If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this
License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or
of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the
Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not
as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document
specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this
License can be used, that proxy’s public statement of acceptance of a
version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the
Document.
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11. RELICENSING
"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any
World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also
provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works. A
public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A
"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site
means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.
"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit
corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,
California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
published by that same organization.
"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in
part, as part of another Document.
An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this
License, and if all works that were first published under this License
somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or
in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and
(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.
The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site
under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,
provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents
To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of
the License in the document and put the following copyright and
license notices just after the title page:
Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME.
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document
under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3
or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;
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with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.
A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU
Free Documentation License".
If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,
replace the "with...Texts." line with this:
with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the
Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.
If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
situation.
If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of
free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
to permit their use in free software.
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